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THE PEAK CABLE TRAMWAY AT HONG KONG
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TIIE PEAK CABLE

TRAMTIAY

BJ, LIEUT. E. ST. G. IIRRK,

AT

HONVG

KONG.

R.E.

THE Peak at Hong Kong is the highest point of a ridge, between
which and tle harbour, the town lies. On its slopes are several
residences, an hotel, barracks for four companies of British infantry,
and an Officers' Mess. To meet the considerable traffic with the
town below, tile Peak Tramway was built in I888, running from St.
Jolh's Place Garden Road to Victoria Gap a pass over the ridge.
From the foot to the summit tle line rises I,207' in a total length
of 4,690'.

The maximum grade is I ill 2, and the minimum . in 25.

Thlere are three intermediate stations, the top and bottom ones of
which are so placed tlat when the descending car stops at one, the
ascending car is opposite the other. Tle time taken for the trip,
including stops, is nine minutes.
The alignment involved a certain amount of rock cutting and
embankmlent. It was found impossible to avoid curves, the radius
of the maximum being of 300', and of the minimum 600'.
2. Track.-The track consists primarily of two 3o-lb. rails of
5' gauge held to steel sleepers, 24 Ibs. per yard, by clips and 3" bolts.
The rails can be of such light section owing to there being no power
applied through them. Midway between termini is a crossing station
giving i30' in the clear, above which the track is formed of three
rails. The middle rail is common to both cars and does away with
the necessity for points above the crossing. Three lines, however,
are unnecessary, as the ascending and descending portions of the
cable can be kept from fouling by placing them to their own side
of the centre of a single track. In the Stanzerhorn Metre Gauge
Railway the cable runs 6'66" off the centre. Apparently the centre
of gravity of the cars is not placed 6'66" off the centre to correspond, although such an arrangement would neutralize the additional
flange friction caused by the eccentricity of the cable. The narrower
the gauge the more will such flange friction be aggravated for a given
cable eccentricity. In the Stanzerhorn line points are eliminated at
the crossing by giving the outer wheels a double flange. Tle inner
wheels have none, but are wider to ensure their keeping to their rail.
It may be that the lesser curvature of this line lias made the two-rail
system possible, as in only one of its three sections is there a greater
curve than of io chains radius, namely 71 chains, and on this, the
first section the maximnum gradient is only I in 37.
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In the Peak line the usual self-acting switch below the station has
been replaced by a hand-operating one, as in rainy weather the
former was found to get jammed by debris coming down the hillside.
Between the running rails is a brake rail of 66 Ibs., also clipped to
the sleepers and standing 7" above them. On this rail grip the
differential-screw brakes, either of which is capable of stopping the
car on the steepest gradient and in the wettest weather, in a few
feet. Near the summit is another rail, between the running rails, of
15 Ibs., to carry one pair of swheels of a light trolly which plays
an important part in holding down the cables over a concave section
of the line. The other pair of these wheels runs on the brake rail.

Cable.

-~

Brake rail.

SpringJ bu~?

' Js.
s.

51b rail.

Sleeper.
Diag,ram of Light Tiolly.

This trolly consists of a frame carrying the holding-down pulley,
attached to the axle of which is a lug to engage jaws on the track at
the point where a sudden concave change in the gradient makes it
necessary to keep the cable down. A spring buffer in the trolly
engages with a corresponding one on the car. Normally the trolly
rests in the jaws on the track. After the car ascends to this point, it
pushes the trolly ahead of it to the summlit, and drops it again on the
return journey. Tlie holding-down pulley miust be movable or the
car could never get beyond it.
3. Power.--The power house is at the summit, and contains two
horizontal locomotive-type non-condensing compound engines of
iSo-B.H.P., placed on each side of the winding gear. The boilers,
wliose working pressure is I20 Ibs., are superimposed. Either engine
can be coupled to the winding gear through the flanges at FI and F,.
Each engine is used alternately for a month, the idle one being overhauled, and its boiler waslied out. Little trouble is experienced with
the latter operation as only drinking water is available for use. The
high-pressure cylinder is of 13" diameter, the low 20", and the stroke
24". At the end of each crank shaft, remote from the winding gear,
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is a heavy fly wheel, which takes the place of the driving wheels of a
locomotive so far as balancing the engine is concerned.
Power is
transmitted to the four-grooved winding drum C, through the gear
wheels A and B, (ratio about i13). D, with three grooves, is not
power driven but merely follows C. The wheels B and C were
originally cast together in two semi-circular halves, keyed to their
shaft, and bolted to each other. 'The keys were, however, constantly working loose and the iron of which the drums were cast,
was found to be too soft. In the present installation all the
three wheels A and B and C are of cast steel. B has been cast
/?

C

Dina.ram,of Winding Gear.

in one and is pressed hydraulically on to the shaft. C is cast
in two parts which are bolted to each other, and to B, by
2" bolts. In addition, B and C are keyed to the shaft as an extra
precaution, each by two keys. The casting uponiwhich the toothed
pinion A is carried, is prolonged to form a roller A, which runs
between the drums C and D, keeping them apart and so relieving
the pressure on the inside faces of their shaft bearings. This it does
so effectually, that only once, since the plant was installed, have the
driving drum brasses been renewed, and those of the following drum
never. Cast with A also is a brake drum G, on which runs a brake
band fitted with hard wood blocks. B, C and D are all three of the
same diameter, 8' 4:" on the pitch circle. The grooves allow the cable
to lie quite freely on them. If they gripped it in any way, the
outside wires would quickly become crushed and broken, rendering
the cable's life a short one. The drum D is canted 2'75" off the
vertical so as to bring all the tangential portions of the cable parallel.
This cant prevents the drum D being used as a guide pulley for the
outgoing length of cable, and three small auxiliary pulleys are provided to keep the cable off the drum. The c tble takes three
complete turns round the two drums, both outgoing lengths leaving
the rear or driving drum. There is no pressure-equalizing device as
in the case with street cable-car installations. The load is steady
and not liable to the sudden fluctuations which occur when a car
grips or releases the cable at some intermediate point of the line.
4. Cable.-The steel haulage cable is of 31" circumference, and
weighs approximately 2 Ibs. per foot. It is formed of 6 strands
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wound round a tarred hempen core. Each of these strands is made
up of i6 wires, namely S crown, 7 iin.er, and i central. These are
given the " Lang" twist, i.e. they are twisted in the same direction
to make the strands, as the strands themselves are, to form tle cable.
The surface of the cable, thus formed, in contact with the winding
drums and pulleys, is greater than that given in the "Standard"
twist, in which the wires are wound in the opposite direction to the
strands.
The breaking strain is 45 tons, and the working stress with full
omonths according to
load 6-7 tons. Its life varies from 3 too
make and quality. The total length is over 5,ooo' of which 400'
is round the drums. This life is much shorter than is usual witll
cable railways. Two years may be reasonably expected, and as
much as io years' worlk las been got out of one rope. Thle friction
round curve pulleys shortens a cable's life considerably. A broken
crown wire declares itself by giving a click as it passes over the
pulleys. No notice is taken of single breaks if they are more than
3' apart, or occur in different strands. If however as many as six
crown wires are broken in one strand, within a distance of 3', this
strand becomes slack, and the rope must be replaced. In E ngland it
would be possible to remove 20'-30' of the defective strand and
splice in a new piece. But this cannot be done successfully in Hong
Kong. If eight crown wires are broken in different strands, within
3', it is deemed advisable to replace the cable. Along the track, the
cable is supported by cast-iron pulleys (bolted to the sleepers) which
are made as soft as possible so that they shall wear sooner than the
cable. The latter is lubricated during three trips every da,y by
dripping special oil on to it as it passes over the winding drums. This
takes about one gallon of oil daily. During thle first week in use
a newv cable stretches IO'-I2', and has to be taken up. After six
months' running this lias generally to be done again. The pulleys
are of various shapes and sizes to suit the; exigencies of the alignment.
Their spindles are of specially hard steel.
5. Rolling Stock.-Thlis consists of two cars one of which ascends
while the other descends.
Each is capable of accommodating
transversely. The car runs on two
placed
on
seats
45 passengers
bogies (tlhe wheels of wliich are coupled together to increase the
braking power) and lies parallel to tle track, i.e. the downhill end
is not raised in any way to compensate for the gradient. At first
sight this might seem a very uncomfortable arrangement, but in
practice it rather serves to diminish the sense of the steepness of
the hill. The frame of the car is of channel steel, stiffened by two
longitudinal angle steel mnembers. These latter were not originally
provided, but were subsequently found necessary to prevent the car
"holgging" under a heavy load. A transverse steel plate in the
centre of the frame carries the bracket to which the cable is
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attached, the end being clamped round a thimble. Fully loaded,
the car weighs 8 tons. Its superstructure is of teak.
The braking system is simple and efficient, and ensures the brake
always being in operation unless held off by the brakesmain. It
consists primarily of two pairs of grippers G, one at each end of the

D

--

Running uheel.

ii

=

G

r^er.

-

£

G

Lr

car, which are held just free of the brake rail R when the car is
running. These grippers are actuated by a differential screw D,
which is itself turned by the chain C, connected to a phosphorbronze pinion A. A is held out of engagement with a similar
pinion B, in one of the bogie axles, by the brakesman holding down
a lever connected with the chain K. This one lever holds off both
brakes and, directly the brakesman releases it, the pinion A drops by
its own weight and engages B, wlhen the whole weight of the car,
directly it begins to descend, is utilized in closing the grippers, and
the downward motion is arrested. The pinion A contains a ratchet
free-wheel device which prevents its turning the chain C when the
car is ascending. This obviates all possibility of the winding gear
working against the brake. The grippels are stayed with the tension
rods to the frame of the car.
These powerful brakes are only called into operation if the cable
breaks, an eventuality which need never be feared if it is properly
inspected. The passengers have the satisfaction of knowing, however, that their safety is assured whatever may happen.
6. Running Arranlgemenlts and Miiscellaneols.-lThe engine driver
in the power house las complete control of stopping and starting, in
the ordinary course of events. He stands on an elevated platform
above the winding drums and has the throttle, reversing, and brake
levers under his hand. In addition he has a chart whose moving
pointers, gear driven from the engine shaft, show him the exact
position of each car on the track. The stations are marked on the
chart so that he knows wlhen to stop, should he be required to do so
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by either brakesman, who signifies his desire by ringing a bell in the
engine room. This bell circuit is completed by pushing out from the
side of the car a light frame carrying a vertical copper rod, which
makes contact with two bare copper wires, carried parallel to the
track on standards spaced ioo' apart. The terminal stations are
connected by telephone. At intermediate stations either brakesman
keeps his bell ringing as long as he wants to stop. His ceasing
to ring is the signal to the engine driver that he is ready to start. If
he notices anything wrong between stations he rings to stop, and
releases his brake lever. If, owing to the cable slipping round the
drums, or for any other reason, the pointers on the chart come out of
adjustment, they can always be made to indicate correctly by a
simple compensating device.
The governor originally fitted to the engine has been dispensed
with, and the engine driver judges by ear how fast the drums are
turning. A speed indicator would possibly be found useful when
training new men. The running speed is froim 6 to 9 miles an hour,
and a reserve of power is always available bs simpling the engine.
The cars run every quarter of an hour from 7 a.m. until I 1.15 p.m.,
with breaks when there is no traffic. As many as 75 louble trips
have.been made in one day. Except in the early morning, the line
is used exclusively for passenger traffic, andl it frequently happens at
buss times of the day that some would-be travellers have to wait for
the next train, unless they care to take a special between the regular
timings. When nearing the summit the ascending car releases a
trigger on the track, which rings a bell in the engine room. This
is useful to warn the driver on a dark night or in foggy weather;
ordinarily he can see a good distance down the track.
The staff required to work this system is very small. In addition
to the Superintendent, there are two engine drivers who receive
15o iMexican dollars per month, with, say, 20 dollars extra for overtime; four brakesmen, whose average wage is I30 dollars (these six
order); four stokers, and a few
must be European by Government
coolies. The daily expenditure including depreciation is 8120. Coal
consumption varies very much with the kind used, from I ton daily
of the best Tonkin coal, to 2., tons of Japanese.
So successful has this tramway been in operation, that the Iirectors
are contemplating another larger one to take up 60 passengers and to
enable the present one to be used for goods.
The cost of the present installation was about £20,000 and it is
interesting to note that the shares were 3. times their original value
within one month of the opening ot the line, and have not since
depreciated.
A few improvements are embodied in the designs for the proposed
among them is the use of grooved slip rings on the
new plans, a lnd
ldrums. These ensure that any wear due to slip will take place
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between the rings and the drum, instead of between the cable and
the drum. Grease is forced in between these rings and the drum
by screw lubricators.
Many of these cable railways exist in different parts of the world,
notably in Switzerland, where the Stanzerhorn Railway rises 4,594' in
about 2' miles.
2,600 yards.

In South Tyrol the Mendel Railway rises 2,700' in

The special function of cable railways is to surmount big elevations
in much less time than can be done by any other known method.
This they do by virtue of the steepness of the incline at which they
can be laid, and the directness of their alignment. I in 8 is the
economic maximum at which rack railways can be laid, and about
I in 40 for adhesion lines. The Marseilles Cliff Railway, worked by
water counterpoise, rises at a slope of i in o'58, or nearly 60°, and
I in Ir6 is the maximum grade on both the Stanzerhorn and Mount
Vesuvius Railways. (The central racks in the Marseilles Railway
are for controlling the cars; no power is applied through them).
It would seem that the problem of transport to Indian hill stations
could be largely solved by the aid of cable railways. One hundred
feet a minute may be taken as fair average lift for cable railways,
including changes at the junction of sections.
In siting railways of this kind, the alignments should be as straight
as possible to avoid pulley friction, and the gradient should become
steeper as it ascends, to form a parabolic curve, so that the extra
length of cable of the descending car may by its weight assist the
ascending one up a correspondingly increasing gradient. This
arrangement means an uniform speed with an uniform and minimum
expenditure of power. In the Hong Kong line the maximum extra
weight of cable is nearly 4 tons. The three sections of the Stanzerhorn Railway all approximately follow a parabolic curve. Its
gradients are :-first section, (866' rise), I in I2. to I in 37 ; second,
It must be
(1,664'), and third, (2,o64'), both i in 2, to I iln I6.
a matter of considerable experience to determine how great a
departure from the theoretically perfect gradient can be made to
avoid heavy cutting or embankment, which would make a great
difference in the first cost, but in no place should a concave change
of gradient be made which greatly exceeds the catenary of the cable,
or recourse must be had to holding-down trollies-as at Hong Kongwhich are an undesirable complication. By placing the' winding
gear in the middle of two sections, only one car need be used on
each and the cable can be central, but the traffic capacity is reduced
by lialf. Another advantage is that coal, etc., has only to be lifted
half the distance. With a single section the power house can be
placed at the bottom, but double the length of cable is necessary.
The nearer the gradient approaches the theoretically perfect, the less
are the wear and tear of plant, and maintenance charges.
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Aligning the track down or near a spur will largely eliminate the
possibility of damlage by the heavy rainfall which occurs in tropical
mountainous countries. About 25,00ooo per mile may be taken as
the cost of constructing a cable railway, and since this does not va-r
proportionately with the steepness of ascent, the steeper the gradient
the more economically will any given difference of level be surWithin limits, multiplication of sections makes for
mounted.
increased traffic capacity, in the same way that the number of
crossing stations does that of a single railway line.
In conclusion my warm thanks are due to Mr. Buyers, the Superintendent of the Peak Tramway, for placing his great knowledge and
at my disposal during a recent brief visit
experience so unreservedlyl
to Hong Kong.
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MUCH has been written in explanation of the origin and rapid
development of the Boxer Movement in I899 and the early part of
I900, which brought about the China War, in which six European
Powers, together with America and Japan, were involved. There is,
however, but little doubt that the phenomenal growth and acquisition
of strength by this Militant Association was due, in the first place, to
the Chinaman's traditional liatred of the "Foreign Devils" who, by
active hostility and diplomatic methods of " pacific penetration," were
gradually acquiring territory, concessions and rights, wliich the
Chinese believed threatened the very existence of their Empire. The
pride of race, the exclusiveness, the self-contained liabits of trade,
business and commerce, and the antiquity of their forms of administration, laws and methods of thought, can only be understood and
appreciated by those who have visited the country and given time to
the study of these national characteristics.
The soil was ready to receive the seeds of foreign hate and mistrust
which were scattered broadcast by the Boxers, and which took root
and shot up as rapidly as that common native millet, lnown as
"Kaoliang," in the springtime.
The first indications of the coming events showed towards the end
of I899, when Mr. Brooks, a missionary, was murdered. During the
early part of the following year, further outrages were perpetrated
upon the foreigners, but not until the summer did matters become
really serious, when anti-foreign disturbances manifested themselves
prominently in the provinces of Shan-tung and Pei-chi-Li. Wei-haiwei, in the former province, was in occupation by the British, having
lately been handed over to them by the Japanese. Brigadier-General
A. R. F. Dorward, R.E., was in command of the station, and it is here
that the Corps of Royal Engineers first comes in contact with the
Boxer rising. Major C. Penrose, R.E., was engaged upon the survey
of the concession on the mainland, and while thus occupied on the
5 th May, 1900, his survey party was unexpectedly attacked by a mob
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of Chinamen, and he was severely wounded, together with four of his
men. At about the same time the Boxers began to show such
decided hostility in and about Pekin, that it was considered advisable
to increase the strength of the Foreign Legation Guards by reinforcements from the fleets, and these reached Pekin on the last day of
May.
The situation grew rapidly worse, and early in June Admiral
Seymour with a small force made an attempt to reach Pekin by the
railway, but meeting witll determined hostility was checked when
about 30 miles from Pekin, and had to fight his way back to Tientsin.
Between the i6th and iStl June news reached Wei-hai-wei of the
critical position in lwhich Admiral Seymour's force was placed, an(l
General Dorward was ordered to despatch 200 men of the Wei-lhai-wei
Chinese Regiment, and a detachment of R.E. of the 25 th Company
to Tientsin. A few days later he was directed to proceed there
himself and take commalnd of the British troops.
Hong Kong was preparing to despatch more troops, among them
a section of R.EI., whlile India, in hot haste-and in the liottest
weather-was getting together the British Expeditionary Force.
The Wei-hai-wei and Hong Kong Sapper sections were under the
commands of Capt. R. P. Lee and Lieut. F. M. Browne respectively,
and arrived on the 2ist of June at Tang-ku, the port or landing place
for Tientsin on the river Pei-ho and about 30 miles lower down the
river by rail. Reinforcements fiom Japan under General Fukushima
and Russian troops under General Vogak reached Tientsin about the
20th June.
The outlook at this critical period was indeed gloomy enough to
make the stoutest hearts doubtful of the future. Tientsin City, some
3 miles higher up the Pei-ho than the settlement, was given over to
the Boxers, and large bodies of Chinese troops were known to have
either entered it, or to be on the outslirts, evidence that the Celestial
Court liad also joined the rising against the foreigners. The concession itself was being threatened on all sides, and Admiral Seymour's
column, which was fighting its way back to Tientsin, was sorely in
need of help. Railway communication with Tang-ku had been cut,
and the Pekin Legations were besieged by thousands of Chinese
thirsting for their blood.
The extreme gravity of the situation drew the foreign elements
together in strenuous efforts to save the situation and their own lives.
Tang-ku set to work to open communication with Tientsin ; Tientsin
sent out relief to Admiral Sevmour's column--which returned on the
26th-and made every effort to put the concession in a state of
defence, hoping to be able to hold out till reinforcements arrived.
Dorward and his two Engineers, Lee and Browne, with their Sapper
sections, were untiring in their efforts to make the place as strong as
circumstances, materials, men and time would permit. The foreign
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area lay along the river on the right banlI, and was enclosed to the
west by an embankment raised against floods. These were the two
main features taken advantage of in tle defence, with tle railway
station, which was unfortunately on the other bank about a mile
distant, but could not be omitted from the already unduly extended
area to be defended by so small a garrison.
Between the date of their arrival at Tang-ku and the i 4 th of July,
when the Tientsin City was taken after two days' liard fighting, the
handful of Sappers, assisted by such local labour as they could procure,
were engaged on the defences, the railway, tle battery positions, the
naval gun mountings, water supply, telegraph and telephone communications, and a variety of other useful work. On the 6th Lieut.
Browne was wounded.
During the bombardment of the Foreign Concessions in Tientsin,
which lasted upwards of Io days, the destruction was enormous, many
of the large mercantile stores being set on fire and others wholly
wrecked. The Chinese artillery was admirably served and their
information about the movements of the foreigners was evidently
most correct.

During the attack on the city on tile r 3 th and I4 th, General
Dorward was in command of the British and American troops together
with a few Austrian Marines, numbering in all about 1,700 men.
The capture of Tientsin City and the arrival of further reinforcements had an immediate effect upon the situation; it relieved the
local strain and extended even to Pekin, where active hostilities
against the Legations ceased for a time. Better counsels, known to
have been at work, were evidently influencing the Court circle, and
belief in the irresistible Boxers was diminishing.
As soon as order was established in and about Tientsin, the thoughts
of all turned to considerations for the relief of the Legations, but
there were great divergences of opinion as to the strength of the
forces needed to accomplish it. The R.E. were mainly occupied in
preparing Chinese junks for the transport of stores up the Pei-ho, as
the troops simultaneously advanced by the river route to Pekin, and
in repairing and assisting to work the railway to Tang-ku.
The contingent from India began to arrive on the I8th July, and
Major (local Lieut.-Colonel) G. K. Scott-Moncrieff, the C.R.E., arrived
with the Headquarter Staff on the 2 7 th of July.
Due to various causes, the three Sapper companies first told
off to the expedition were late in their embarkation from Calcutta,
and did not reach China in time to take part in tle advance to the
relief of the Legations, when their services would have been of great
value.
The R.E. on the spot set to work to improvise, mainly from local
resources, tle engineering requisites for the advance to Pekin vid' the
river; the railway, rolling stock, and several bridges on the line to
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Pekin having been hopelessly destroyed and made unrepairable within
any reasonable time.
By the 4 th August the preparations of three of the Allies at least,
viz., British, American and Japanese, were complete, and the advance
commenced on that day. The Russians and French at first declined
to co-operate, but when they found that the others were proceeding
without them, they joined forces, and advanced by the left banl, the
other three keeping to the right.
On the 5 th August the Chinese defended the entrenched position
between the Pei-ho and Wun-ho Rivers with considerable tenacity,
the brunt of the attack being borne by the Japanese witl the British
in support. These allied troops lost some 325 killed and wounded
in the assault. Pursuit was rendered difficult by inundations, in the
crossing of which tile want of Sappers was severely felt. On account
of this obstruction the whole allied force was obliged to retire for
some distance and to cross (by means of a bridge of native junks
hastily put together by the R.E.) to the right bank, resuming their
march next day on that bank. Further Chinese resistance was made
at the village of Yangtsun (at which place the railway crosses the
Pei-ho) where the embankment approaching the bridge was held by
the main Chinese army, who had also constructed gun pits and other
earthworks to supplement the railway embankment. The attack on
these was carried out successfully mainly by the British, supported
by Americans and a few Russians, with a loss of about 130 killed and
wounded.
The Allies then recrossed the river to the right bank, along xwhich
the rest of their march to Pekin continued. At Ho-shi-wu on the 8th
the enemy were preparing a further entrenched position but were
surprised by British cavalry, who made a successful charge on their
flank. The position was hastily evacuated, the enemy leaving their
tools, and a large powder magazine containing froim o0 to 1oo tons
of powder, was captured and destroyed by the R.E. Tlhree
(subsequently increased to five) defensible posts were established
by the British force on the line of communication between Tientsin
and Pekin, the work being done as far as possible by the R.E. as they
advanced, and afterwards strengthened by the Madras and other
Sapper companies as they followed on. The march lasted io days,
and tile relief of the Legations tool; place on the I 4 th of August, the
British troops being the first to enter the area defended by the
Legations.
The following R.E. officers too; part in the march to Pekin:Lieut.-Colonel G. K. Scott-Moncrieff (C.R.E.), Capt. R. E. l'icton
(Adjutant), Capts. G. H. Griffith, R. P. Lee, C. H. D. Ryder, and
Lieut. S. G. Loch. Lieut. H. Cowie remained at Tientsin with his
railway section to assist in repairing the line to Tang-ku.
At Tong-chu, 16 miles from 'Pekin, the road leaves tlie river
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route, turning west. Along this tlhe Allies advanced to tle attack
of Pekin, their objective being the city gates on the east and north
in tle following order. The Russians ma(le for the north gates,
the Japanese the east gate of the Tartar City, the Americans the
corner where tlhe Chinese City wall joins that of the Tartar City, and
the British the east gate of the Chinese City. The Frencll were in
reserve.

A small party of Engineers with their tools and explosives were
with the British advanced party to blow in the gate if necessary, but
as it was found to be unguarded, an entrance was easily obtained by
scaling the walls.
The British force then pushed on through
the streets of the Chinese City, with little opposition, to the main
drainage exit of the Tartar City through which they entered.
This portion of the city wall was fortunately still held by the troops
of the besieged Legations.
During the advance from Tientsin there was neither time
nor means for carrying out engineering works of importance,
but such as could be done was effectually put through; the
presence of a strong company, however, well to the fore, would
on several occasions have been of very great assistance to the troops.
The Telegraph Section, under Lieut. Loch, R.E., in conjunction with
the American section, under Lieut. Stamford, kept the lead of the
column in touch with the base, to within 30 miles of Pekin, and had
the C.R.E. been allowed to take the second junk load of stores, as lie
earnestly requested leave to do, the same evening as tle relief took
place, through communication with Europe would have been
established.
A useflil form of field observatory was devised by means of two
bamboo ladders tied at the head, which could be raised to a height of
30' to enable an observer to overlook the flat country which at that
time of year was mostly covered with millet o0' high, blocking out
all near view. Four of these were carried by the Sappers in
the advance, and were of great assistance in locating the enemy
and in directing the fire of the artillery. A captive balloon
attached to the advancing junkls would have been invaluable, but the
Balloon Section did not arrive in time to be of any practical use
throughout the operations.
During this period, in addition to the R.E. already named, the
following Sappers rendered excellent service :-Sergt. R. Bowery,
Corpls. G. Watkins and R. Wareham, and Sappers J. Tranter and
A. Elliott.
When Pekin and the neighbourhood had been cleared of Boxers,
the apportioning of the spheres of responsibility between the Powers
settled, and a decision arrived at that tle whole force should winter
in China, then the definite and most arduous work of the Engineer
officers began.
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The transition from autumn to winter in this northern Chinese
province is very sudden. Towards the middle or end of November
the Pei-ho becomes frozen over, and the whole coast line of Pei-chi-li
Various rumours
Bay becomes icebound for some miles to seaward.
were afloat as to the severity of the cold and the hardships to be
faced. The provision made by the Chinese themselves for keeping
their houses warm, with double doors and windows, and their arrangements for heating their sleeping platforms, clearly indicated that
special precautions were necessary. The British Indian troops being
drawn from all parts of India, it was a matter of considerable anxiety
and uncertainty how they would stand the severity of a North China
winter.
More troops were on their way fronm India, increasing the British
contingent by one brigade, to make up for tle troops unexpectedly
diverted at Shanghai, as well as to bring them up to a more proper
level with British interests in the East. Colonel W. T. Shone, R.E.,
was ordered out as Colonel-on-the-Staff, R.E., to be replaced soon
after by Colonel F. Spratt Bowring, R.E., on the former being
appointed Inspector-General Military Works in India.
The chief centres of winter housing operations taken in hand at
once were Pekin, Shang-hai-kuan, Tientsin, Shanghai, and Wei-haivei. Before detailing, however briefly, the work that now fell to
the Roval Engineers, we must note the order of arrival of the belated
companies.
The first to reach the field of operations was the 4 th Company ot
Bengal Sappers, commanded by Capt. H. R. Stockley with Lieuts.
C. M. Carpenter, H. D. Pearson and 1M.R. Elles as company officers.
They reached Sinho on the 5th August, after a delay of three days at
Wei-hai-wei to land the Native General Field Hospital. This coimpany was embarked at Calcutta without its own transport, and
although promised it on arrival in China, it was not then forthcoming.
The miniomum of transport should invariably be sent with eacll company to avoid such mishaps.
The next was the 3rd Madras Company, which arrived on the 8th,
together with the Printing and Photographic Sections. The company
was commlanded by Capt. J. A. S. Tulloch with Lieuts. E. G.
Henderson, R. E. Goldingliani and T. A. Garstin, the company
officers.
Three davs later No. 2 Bomlbay Company arrived at Tientsin with
the following officers:-Capt. G. H. Boileau commanding, and Lieuts.
G. R. Pridham, J. E. Craster and W. B. Chaldecott, company officers.
''his company experienced very rough weather on the way out and
their transport animals suffered somewhat in consequence.
Kotla Sappers arri ed last.
Tlle 4 tlh Bengal Company was first employed on the Tientsin
defences, but on the 8th was ordered to escort a convoy of junks
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loaded with stores, by the river route, to Pekin, where they arrived
on the rgtlh August, five days after the relief. Between that and the
6th of September they were employed in improving the communications in and about Pekin, after which they left Pekin and established
themselves at Feng-tai, the junction of the branch railway to Paoting-foo, settling down to the work of reconstructing that part of the
demolished railway line to the south in the direction of Tientsin.
We must leave them there for the present, returning to the work of
railway reconstruction and management later.
No. 3 Madras replaced the Bengal Company at Tientsin and
dividing, one half-company was sent to the Junk Yard to continue
the work of fitting these out, the other half being set to improve and
extend the defences until such time as a second convoy of junks was
ready for despatch to Pelkin when they were sent north in charge,
reaching Tung-chou on the 26th. On the way up they improved
and added to the defences of the several military posts. From that
date to the ith September the company was employed in repairing
the I6 miles of road between Tung-chou and Pekin, after which
Headquarters were transferred to Pekin when the company and its
officers, in detached charges, were engaged in the work of housing
the troops. Half the company, under Capt. Tulloch, was detached
for a time to take part in the Pao-ting-foo operations against the
Boxers, during which they carried out a great deal of useful engineering work.
On the return of the column to Pekin early in November, the
whole company was ordered to Shanghai to help with the winter
housing operations at that station, and arrived there on the 26th
November.

No. 2 Bombay Company took up and continued the defence work
in and about 'ientsin, and on the I 9th August went into action with
the other troops against a large gathering of Boxers who were
threatening the communications to the south, and coming to close
quarters with them on one flank, took three standards alnd a quantity
of arms. When not engaged in the various punitive expeditions, such
as that to Pao-ting-foo, where half the company was sent under
Lieut. Pridhaml, the officers and men were occupied in preparing the
winter arrangements for tile troops at Tientsin, and adapting two
large warehouses for their own use and accommodation.
In March, I901, the right half-company was ordered to Ma-chiapoo-tlie Pekin end of the line-to work on the railway, at whicl
they continued for three months, when they exchanged places with
the left half at Tientsin, the latter proceeding to Pekin to work on
the Legation defences. Two Engineer Field PIarks Ilad been mobilized in India, one at Roorkee and the other at Calcutta, and in due
course they arrived at their destination, one being stationed at
Tientsin and the other at Slan-hai-kwan, where Lieut. Watt, R.E.,
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was in charge under the orders of Major R. D. Petrie, R.E. Between
the end of September and the middle of October the further reinforcements for the British contingent in India began to arrive, and with
them Colonel W. T. Shone, C.B., D.S.O., his Brigade Major, Major
J. G. Dav who was, however, invalided shortly afterwards and succeded by Major A. R. Reynolds, Lieut.-Colonel J. R. L. Macdonald,
with the Balloon Section, Majors J. E. Dickie, C. A. R. Browne, Capts.
A. H. B. Hume, A. F. Cumberlege, H. J. 5M. Marshall, P. G. Twining,
W. A. Harrison, A. Rolland, Lieuts. H. F. E1. Freeland, C. G. W.
Hunter, E. C. Tllden-Pattenson, with the Mounted Sappers' Section,
E. W. S. Mahon, F. G. Turner, W. A. Stokes with Kotla Sappers,
T. G. MIartin-Leake, E. D. Carr-Harris, and F. W. Brunner.
In addition to the above were Lieut.-Colonel Asuf Ali, in command
of the Maler Kotla Sappers of the Imperial Service troops, Lieut.Colonel G. W. H. W. O'Sullivan, R.E., on the Headquarters Staff,
and Major T. F. B. Renny-Tail our and Capt. C. H. D. Ryder,
survey officers; in all 46 R.E. officers were at that time in North
China.
The work of these various officers ranged over a wide area and was
very diverse in claracter. 'FThe bullk were at first employed upon the
winter housing arrangements, which had to be carried out against
time, while others were engaged upon railway reconstruction and
management, improving the landing facilities and the storage accommodation at Sin-lo, a pier at Shan-hai-kwan, telegraph and telephone
commnnications, ,survey, staff and intelligence work and a variety of
coming amiss to the ubiquitous
other branches of engineering nothing
Sapper. The extent of one section alone of their work wvill be
realized lwhen it is stated that i8,o0o troops, 14,000 followers, and
10,ooo animals were provided witll warm and comfortable shelter
before the severe winter weather set in.
The main centres of these activities were Pekin, Tientsin, Shanhai-kwan, Wei-hai-wei and Shanghai, and the following was the
usual procedure in providing accommodation. Whlere possible, existing storehouses, Chinese houses or forts were made available for the
troops, but in most cases the native followers were acconmmodated in
new huts or ruined houses which were repaired, and the animals
quartered in sheds erected for the purpose. Contract or direct native
labour was as far as possible employed. lThe British officers in command of the native troops, being accustomed to provide their ownv
regimental quarters in India, were advanced funds to engage local
labour and purchase material, the R.E. lending such aid and giving as
nuch supervision as they were able, to the work. One feature of this
winter housing was the necessary provision of heating arrangemenlts,
and orders for stoves of all sorts and sizes were sent far and wide,
and the Chinese method of heating by under-floor flues was also
No less than 2,000 stoves were in use and
largely resorted to.
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7.} miles of flue piping erected, and so severe was the cold that the
drinking troughs and sentry boxes had also to be heated to keep the
water in one case and the sentry in the other, from being frozen. In
addition, the Commissariat was sheltered, and every staff and regimental officer provided with suitable and comfortable winter
accommodation.
Accommodation was provided as follows:PEKING AND OUTPOSTS.

In XciV Buildinlgs.
r6th Bengal Lancers-Headquarters and 2 Squadrons.
Mounted Detachment, Bengal Sappers and Miners.
Commissariat Bakery and Flour Mill.
In Adapted Buildings.
Headquarters Staff, Intelligence and Survey.
G.O.C. Cavalry Brigade and Staff.
G.O.C. Ist Infantry Brigade and Staff.
New South W'ales Naval Contingent.
12th Battery, R.F.A.
R 7 Ammunition Column.
4 th Balloon Section, R.E.
Engineer Field Park.
Telegraph Section, " Q.O. " Madras Sappers and Miners.

Railway Section.
2 Photographic Sections.
i Lithographic Section.
I Printing Section.
i6th Bengal Lancers-2 Squadrons (i in Outposts).
r Company of Sappers and Miners.
7 th

Rajputs.

24tlh Pntjab Infantry.
ist Sillkh Infantry, P.F.F.

Mulles in new stables.

26th Baluchistan Regiment.
Hospitals-

3 Sections British Field.

1
I3 Native Field.
In buildings which required exten2 Sections Native, General.
sive alterations.
Ordnance Depot.
Commissariat Dep6t and cattle.
Transport, 1,200 mules, of whlich 620 with followers were in new
buildings.
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TIENTSIN AND OUTPOSTS.

In Hired Buildings.
G.O.C., Line of Communications and Staff.
G.O.C., 4 th Infantry Brigade and Staff.
\WVith new buildings for 400 horses and

" B" Battery, R.H..

follovers.
i-Pr. Maxim Section.
R/2 Ammunition ColumnJ
Victorian Naval Contingent.
I Company Bombay Sappers and Miners.
Telegraph Section, Bengal Sappers and Miners.
Lithographic Section, Bombay Sappers and Miners.
20th Punjab Infantry.

3Ist Madras Infantry.
Hospitals--

3 Sections Native, General.
i Section British Field.
41 Native Field.
Field Medical Store Depot.
Native Base Military Dep5t.
No. 5 Veterinary Field Hospital.
Commissariat Stores and Bakery.
) Headquarters and portions of regiments

Madras Pioneers.
Hoin KongRleimentie.
It

in hired buildings, remainder in posts on
of Communications.

on
Hn eLine

In VTillages Adalted for the Purpose.
3rd Bombay Cavalry.
Alwar Imperial Service Infantry.
Bikanir Imperial Service Infantry.
Partll in

illred and Partlv in

eVa,Buildings.

Ordnance Field Park.
Ordnance Depot.
Partly in Adaptced and Partl/ i'n A`ea, Buildings.
Transport and Commissariat cattle.
3,400 horses and mules, and 7,000 cattle and sheep.

In NA'iu Buildings.
Provost Prison.
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CHING-WANG-TAO.

G.O.C. and Staff, 3rd Infantry Brigade.
Detachment, R.G.A.
Jodhpore Lancers.
Engineer Field Park.
Maler Kotla Sappers.
6th Jats.
4 th Punjab Infantry.
3 4 th Pioneers.
Ordnance Depit.
HospitalsI Section British Field.
2, Native Field.
Accommodated as far as possible in existing buildings which
required extensive repairs and alterations. All stables for cavalry and
regimental transport had to be newly built, also quarters for most of
the cavalry and some of the sappers and infantry, with the majority
of the subsidiary buildings for all arms. Several wells were sunk.
WEI-HAI-WEI.

(a). Island.
In Converted Existing Buildings.
i Company R.G.A.
Printing Section, Bombay Sappers and Mliners.
Balloon Gas Factory.
British General Hospital, 2 Sections.
Officers' Hospital.
Native Field Hospital, i Section.
Nurses' Quarters.
Officers' Quarters.
Ordnance Depbt.
Commissariat Stores.
Native Base Depot.
Stables.
Il iVewo B2ztildings.
3 Companies 28th Madras Infantry.
Followers.
(b). Mainland.
5 Companies 28th Madras Infantry in Chinese Regiment Barracks.
ist Chinese Regiment in old Barracks.
i Native General Hospital.]
Medical Officers.
(In hired buildings.
Transport.
j
oo0 followers-in new huts.
Infantry mules and Detention Ward--in Flagstaff Camp, converted.
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(c). Sun Island.
Quarantine station for mules.
SHANGHAI.

G.O.C. and Staff, 2nd Infantry Brigade.
i-Pr. Maxim Section.
i Company " Q.O." Madras Sappers and Miners.
2nd Bengal Infantry.
i 4 th Sikhs.
Ist Battalion 4 th Gurkhas.
3 oth Bombay Infantry.
Ordnance Depot.
Hospitalsr Section British Field.
21 Sections Native Field.
Field Medical Store Depot.
Commissariat Transport and Stores.
Hospitals and two battalions in hired buildings, remainder in tents
with substantial mat shelters.
No better testimony to the thorough manner in which this work
was carried out could be found than in the fact that the troops,
followers, and animals emerged from their winter quarters at the end
of February, or beginning of March, showing a bill of health as good
as, if not better than, they would have had had they remained in
their own cantonments in India. This reflects the greatest credit on
all concerned.
Turning next to the railway operations. The greatest possible
havoc had been wrought upon the line from Pekin to Tientsin by the
Boxers. Bridges had been destroyed, engines overturned and fired
into, the rolling stock burnt, rails uprooted, sleepers either burnt or
stolen, and everything small or great that could be lifted, carried off,
or hidden away by the Chinese. At Feng-tai the railway stock and
sheds were mere charred remains of their former selves, and it seemed
all but hopeless to attempt the worlk of reconstruction.
The railway froim Tang-ku to Tientsin passed through many hands
and vicissitudes at the start. It was first repaired and controlled by
the combined efforts of the British Navy and the R.E., but due to
the weak railway section sent from India, the Russian Railway
Battalion claimed and obtained control of this section.
After the relief of the Legations the Russians occupied Machiafu,
the then Pekin terminus, intending to take into their hands the whole
This view of the case did not conmmend itself to
reconstruction.
the other allies, and on the 3 otli August a small force of all arms,
under command of Lieut.-Colonel Scott-Moncrieff, R.E., was ordered
to Feeng-tai, an important junction 5 miles beyond Machiafu, with
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orders to clear the country of Boxers, establish a defensive position
and commence restoration of the line. In October, the German
troops began to arrive from Europe, and with them a railway
battalion, when the Field Marshal Commanding, Count von
Waldersee, requested the C.R.E. of the British force to meet and
confer with the German authorities as to the apportionment of work
for the restoration of the railway lines. The arrangement was as
follows :-To the British the Pekin end was allotted, working north
and south from Feng-tai.

The Japanese and Germans shared the

interval to Tientsin. The Russians worked from Tang-ku towards
Slan-hai-kwian, which had not been badly damaged, later handing it
over to the Germans, taking for themselves that part of the railway
extending beyond the Great Wall at Shan-hai-kwan, to Niuchwang.
At the same time it was decided that the Pekin terminus should no
longer be at lachiafu, 2 miles outside the city, but should be brought
within the walls to a central station near the Temple of Heaven.
Here sidings were made for the several Powers, and a careful system
of traffic working inaugurated.
Lieut.-Colonel Macdonald was placed in charge of the British
railway operations in October, and by dint of hard work and by
making use of every scrap of material that could be procured the first
train into Pekin was able to pass over the British section on the
9 th December. This was but a beginning and much still remained to
be done to put the line in anything like running order.
The Engineer officers at Feng-tai were greatly assisted in their
work by Mr. Allardyce, the Chinese interpreter attached to them,
whose knowledge of the Chinese and influence with them facilitated the recovery of much of the stolen property and the supply of
new material. Capt. Twining on the Tientsin and Tang-ku section,
had by great personal exertions brought that portion rapidly into fair
working order. The divided system of control had not worked
satisfactorily, and it was necessary to reconsider and determine
upon some better method of general management of the line
throughout from Pekin to Shan-hai-kwvan. As this railway had been
constructed with British capital and several Britishers were still on
its staff, chief among them being Mr. Kinder a civil engineer ot
local experience, it was finally settled, after protest from certain
Powers, to hand over the whole to British control alone, leaving to
the Russians that portion beyond the Great Wall.
Lieut.-Colonel Macdonald was called upon to organize the staff
from a combination of R.E., British civilians and Chinese.
The history of this work would take a volume to itself to properly
describe ; only a man of Macdonald's go and energy could have
organized in so short a time a system of railway management with
such excellent results. He was appointed Director of Railways with
Browne as Deputy Director, Twiining as Locomotive Superintendent,
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Pekin section, Freeland Traffic Superintendent, Cowie Personal
Assistant, Griffith, Rolland, and learson on Railway Maintenance,
Hunter Wharf Master at Tang-ku, Mahon and Turner on Railway
Survey, with the two half-companies of tile Sappers on construction.
Guards of British troops were established at all the stations and at all
the bridges in defensible posts, to prevent any attempts being made
to destroy the line or block the traffic. The whole length of line
was also patrolled night and day.
A short extract from a report by Colonel Macdonald will give
some idea of the work that was accomplished :"The railway from Shan-hai-kwan to Pekin is 256 miles long, and ot
this 120 miles of line and 1l,ooo' of bridging had been totally destroyed,
nothing being left except the earthworks and the masonry or concrete
abutments and piers of some of the bridges. Ten stations, including one
changing and one terminal station, had been ruined and in the majority
of instances razed to the ground, even platform walls being pulled down;
rails and sleepers had been taken away, in many cases to considerable
distances; the girders of every iron bridge on this length of 120 miles
had been thrown down or damaged, and some i4 engines and sco cars
had been broken up or burnt, while several hundred more had been
rendered unfit for use. The workshops at Feng-tai had been gutted and
demolished. Almost the whole damage had been done at the Pekin end
of the line, and the total destruction of the Han-kow and Mingchikee
Bridges rendered it impossible to draw power or vehicles from the Shanhai-kwan end. The additional R.E. officers who had been ordered from
India, arrived opportunely, the former civil staff loyally supported and cooperated with the British Military Engineers, the Chinese employes, who
had hitherto stood aloof, flocked to resume work, and by the end of March
the train service had shown a marked improvement and the railway
earnings more than covered the working expenses. The earnings in
May reached a higher figure than that of the best month in peace before
the outbreak.
"By the end of June, the British Engineers had reconstructed 14 miles
of the old line, with 1,500' of bridging, had nearly completed 29 miles of
absolutely new construction, with i,ooo' of bridging, and had strengthened
and improved over ioo miles of damaged line and some 9,000' of bridging,
while running sheds, shops, watering and station arrangements, staff
quarters, etc., had been brought into efficient condition. Eleven new
engines had been erected (9 being at work within 30 days of landing),
6 new tenders had been built, 22 engines received major and 24 minor
repairs, 80 new carriages and cars had been built and 94o cars repaired.
From Mlarch to June over 88,ooo troops, 177,000 tons of military stores,
250,000 civil passengers and SSo,ooo tons of civil goods had been carried,
the monthly earnings rising from 160,0o0 dollars in March to 270,000
in May.
"The personnel during this period averaged 28 military officers, 14 civil
officers, 95 British N.C.O.'s and men, 17 civil subordinates, 600 Chinese
staff, besides some 3,000 coolies."
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The task of the British Railway Staff was a difficult one to fulfil.
The greatest tact was necessary to avoid friction with one or other of
the Powers and satisfy their respective demands for transport of men
and material from place to place. Difficulties did at times arise, but
strict impartiality and even-handed treatment to all comers was the
rule adhered to, and when it was understood that there was no
departure from it, things went smoothly enough.
The station
masters at the important stations were British officers selected for
their linguistic qualifications and tact, and it was in a great measure
due to their exertions that amity was so well maintained.
Each train was provided with a small native escort travelling in a
third-class compartment, and the guards were men who had volulteered for the service, belonging to the Australian naval contingent
in their naval kit. As the train drew up at the stations, the station
guards of Indian troops fell in under their N.C.O. and remained at
attention until it moved on. By these arrangements sufficient authority was displayed to stop irregularities and check disturbances.
The above is no mean record of services rendered by our officers
and those under them to the Allied Powers and the civil community
in North China, and is well deserving of a place in the Corps Annals,
or even of wider dissemination.
Other R.E. officers in the meanwhile had not been idle ; in Pekin
the various British officers had been connected up by telephone or
telegraph, and the telegraph system between it and Tientsin under
British management greatly improved by Brunner. At the I'ekin
terminus of the railway, near the Temple of Heaven, electric light
was installed, the necessary plant being found in the Summer Palace.
The Pei-ho River above and below Tientsin was cleared of obstructions, caused by sunken junks, and the landing stage at Sin-ho, the
British seaport, was considerably enlarged and the commissariat
stores and shed accommodation at that place added to. At Shanhai-kwan a well-built pile-driven landing pier some 200 yards long
was run out into deep water by the Kotla Sappers, giving access to
the shore some time after the Pei-ho became frozen. A light railway
brought out from India was laid from it to the cantonments 2 miles
inland, and a gas generating station for the Balloon Section erected
at Wei-hai-wei.
In January a Military Commission, all the Powers being represented, sat at Pekin under the presidency of Colonel Shone to consider and formulate proposals for placing the various Legation areas in
a proper condition of defence and mutual support. Each having determined their limits, a combined scheme was drawn up. The British
and Japanese elected to close in theirs with high substantial brick
walls, loopholed, with flanking projections and gun emplacements at
the salients. The others enclosed theirs by a combination of wall,
earthen parapet, and ditch. The Tartar City wall 40' high and 50' wide
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at the top, closed in the whole to the south. A clear zone of from Ioo to
15o yards wide was to be left outside each, and the Pekin railway
station was to be brought up under, and outside the city wall, to the
west of the Chien-Miu Gate, so as to be defended by the Legations.
The perimeter of the British Legation having been decided upon,
three R.E. officers under Major Dickie's orders were told off to the
work of reconstruction and accommodation.
The area had been much extended beyond the old limits, and
several large Imperial storehouses enclosed within it, which were
adapted for the accolmmodation of the 250 Britisli European troops
to form the garrison. By means of a little ingenuity these buildings
were made very suitable, considering the climatic conditions of cold in
winter and lheat in summer. The usual accessories, such as cookhouses, wasl-houses, etc., were built and existing buildings adapted
or built for officers' quarters, mess houses, storage accommodation for
three months' supplies, a reserve of arms and ammunition, as well as
hospital accommodation.
An immense amount of clearing away and rearranging of buildings
hlad to be done within this area, together with draining and levelling
for parade and recreation purposes-the garrison being practically
confined within its limits, had to be given ample space to move
about in.
A strong loopholed wall 12' high was built on the north and west
sides and provided with a musketry parapet all round, flanking
projections, and gun emplacements. On the other two sides the
British Legation joined up with the Japanese and the Russians,
continued the outer defences in accordance with the general plan
lwho
agreed upon.
During the siege the Chinese liad shown themselves adepts at
mining, and it was therefore thought expedient to run countermine
galleries well out at selected places, and this was carried out in the
British Legation.
These operations were completed in time for the buildings to be
handed over for occupation by the British Legation guard in the
autumn of I9o0 and, this accomplished, the Chinese Expeditionary
Force ceased to be any longer in being. With the exception of a
few troops to winter at Tientsin and Shan-lai-kwan, the rest were
rapidly leaving for India, and the Engineers followed suit when the
section of work for which each was responsible was cleared off, the
stores disposed of and the accounts settled.
The survey party under Renny-Tailyour was actively engaged
throughout the operations taking advantage of the various expeditions sent out from Pekin or Tientsin to map in as much of the
country as could be colmmanded. Altogether I6,ooo square miles of
country were triangulated and 17,000 square miles of detailed survey
on the .- inch scale completed with the plane table.
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Germaniy was the only other nation attempting any systematic
survey of the country.
Although most of the fighting was over before the majority or the
R.E. arrived( upon the scene, tihere was an abundance of hard and
varied work for them to tackle and get through. Whether our
officers rose to the occasion and made the most of it must be left to
others to judge. What has, however, been clearly brought out, in
this and many other expeditions is, that our companies should not be
over specialized in a particular branch of engineering, or they will not
so readily be able to turn their hands to whatever work may confront
them at the time.
Where all did well, and put their backs into their duties, it may
seem ungracious to list the names of those who came prominently to
notice, but there is this to be said, that as it is at the close of a campaign, after the usual special-action despatches have been submitted,
that a better appreciation can be formed of the Engineer officer and
his work, we may be permitted to give tile names of those brought
to the notice of the G.O.C. by the Colonel-on-the-Staff, R.E., at the
close of the operations:Lieut.-Colonel G. K. Scott-Moncrieft, wlio from the first to
last sliowed himself to be an excellent Engineer and invaluable
officer.
lMajor and Brevet Lieut.-Colonel J. R. L. Macdonald, c.1i., who
carried out the onerous duties of Director of Railways under very
trying circumstances witli great success, but who, unfortunately,
liad to leave his post on account of ill-health.
Major J. E. Dickie, R.E., an officer of close and assiduous attention
to his duties.
Major A. R. Reynolds, Brigade Major, who afforded willing assistance at all times.
Capt. R. P. Lee, upon wliose shoulders the engineering work at the
start rested, and who rendered valuable service.
Capt. P. G. Twining, an able railway engineer, through vwhose
resourcefulness and energy the rolling stock of the broken-down
railway was made able to meet a heavy strain of work.
Capt. R. E. Picton. This officer was Lieut.-Colonel Scott-Moncrieff's
Adjutant from start to linish, and hlis right-hand man.
Lieut. S. G. Loch, of whom too much cannot be said in praise of
his management of the British telegraph lines.
Lieut. H. D. Pearson, Orderly Officer, and a most hard-working,
intelligent and promising officer.
Lieut. W. A. Stokes, gra(led as Staff Captain, and through whose
energy and tact the Maler Kotla Sappers were admirably handled and
worked.
Hon. Lieut. A. Watt, an officer of many excellent qualities who
did admirable service.
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Also the following officers for good worlk:Lieut.-Colonel C. Penrose.

Major

'r.

J. W. Prendergast.

,, C. A. R. Browne.
,,
V. Jeffreys.
,,R.
. Petrie.
Capt. H. R. Stockley.
,, G. H. Griffith.
,, G. H. Boileau.
Lieut. H. F. E. Freelandl.
,, E. C. Tylden-Pattenson.
,, H. E. C. Cowie.
,,
E. W. S. Mahon.
M,I. R. Elles.
The following British warrant and non-commlissioned officers and
menl:Conductor W. D. Gray, Adjutant-General's Department. This
warrant officer was of the greatest possible assistance as lead of the
Brigadier-General R.E.'s Office.
Company Sergt.-Major T. J. Keenan, Madras Sappers and Miners,
in independent charges did very good work for the telegraph.
Sergt. W. Tinkham, 4 th Company, Bengal Sappers and Miners. A
non-commissioned officer of much energy and resource.
Sergt. R. J. Sheridan, Military Works Services.
This noncommissioned officer did exceptional hard and useful work in
connection with the hutting of troops.
Sergt. W. Freshwater, Bengal Sappers and Miners, did excellent
work for the telegraph.
Corpl. G. Watkins, 25 th Company, R.E. An able, hard-working
and efficient nol-commiiossioned officer.
Corpl. A. Pitt, Somerset Light Infantry. A signaller for zeal and
resource.
Corpl. G. Heywood, 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade, for excellent work
as a signaller at the Peking Headquarters Office.
22. The following warrant and non-commissioned officers and men
for good work :Conductor W. Blain, Military Works Services.
Sergt.-Ml ajo or
oreman of Works C. Shrapnell, R.E.
Company Sergt.-lMajor R. Snell, 4 th Balloon Section.

,,

,,

J. H. Toy, 4 th Company, Bengal S. and MI.

,,
,,
H. Fisher, Mounted Sappers.
Sergt. F. H. Thomas, Military Works Services.
,, H. Edwards,
,,
,, M. H. Leonard, Litlo. Section, Madras S. and 1M.
,, R. Bowery, 25th Company, R.E.
,, J. Ross, Litho. Section, Bombay S. and M.
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Sergt. J. Shedwell, Printing Section, Madras S. and M.
,, H. Withers, Telegraph Section, Bengal S. and M.
,, C. . Rowe, i 4 4 th Company, R.E.
Farrier-Serjt. Hobbs, 4 th Balloon Section, R.E.
Corpl. R. Wareham, 2 5 th Company, R.E.
,, Welsh,
,,
,
Sergt. J. W. Elles, D.C.L.I.
,, C. Bailey, R.A.
Corpl. W. Scott, ist Cameronians.
Lance-Corpl. G. D. Wilson, "The Queen's."
A. Wade, ist Battalion Norfolk Regiment.
,,
Private A. E. Webb, 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade.
,, J. W. Mitchell, ist D.C.L.I.
C. Cowlard, ist Royal Scots Fusiliers.
,,
W. Young, ist Northampton Regiment.
,,
A. Warnes,,
,,
Sapper J. Tranter, 25 th Company, R.E.
,,
A. Elliott,
,,,,,,
23. The following native officers:Ansuf Ali Khan, Commandant, Maler Kotla Sappers. By his
example and personal exertions he helped to keep up the morale
of his company.
Subadar Mahomed Buksh Khan, Maler Kotla Sappers. This
native officer helped along the work with great goodwill.
Subadar Krishnaji Gaekwar, Bombay Sappers and Miners, was ot
great service to his commanding officer.
Subadar Devasahayam, 3rd Company, Madras Sappers and Miners,
carried out his duties very thoroughly.
Jamadar Krishna Appaji, Bombay Sappers and Miners. A very
capable and zealous officer.
Subadar Jag Singh, 4 th Company, Bengal Sappers and Miners, for
good work.
25. The following native non-commissioned officers and men for
good work:Havildar-Major Hyder Buksh Khan, Maler Kotla Sappers.
Havildar Gnanapragaseml, Madras Sappers and Miners.
,,
,,
iMukhtesar Khan, Bengal
,
,
,,
Chinnasami, Madras
Sapper Lazar,
,,,,
We cannot omit from this record the mention of the hearty cooperation which the United States Engineers, in the persons of
Lieut. Stamford and others, gave on all occasions, nor were the
Japanese-to mention Colonel Shiba and others-behind them in
their readiness to join forces and assist in any way.
Although we had some things to impart to our neighbours,
we had others to learn from them. For instance, the Americans and
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Japanese were ahead of us in field service telephones and telegraph;
the Germans brought with them a very complete system of light
railway and rolling stock, and a good pattern of portable hut; the
Russians had a most excellent field kitchen; and so on. Those wlho
kept their eyes open-and none were more apprehending than the
all-seeing Japanese-could pick up many useful hints from their
neighbours.
A digression from strictly engineering matters may perhaps be
permitted, the occasion being exceptional, not only on account of the
number of first-class Powers co-operating in a caslus belli, but because
the occasion was the first where our native troops, alone practically,for only one British regiment and two British batteries were with our
China expedition-were employed on Imperial service in conjunction
with whlite troops other than our own.
Many were the conjectures as to the consequent effect this
experiment would have upon the future bearing of our native troops
towards ourselves, but the writer is satisfied that nothing but good
came of their association with foreign troops. For one thing they
were given a near view of the Russian-the much-talked-of Russliand they found him to be an ordinary being, of no greater proportions
or pretensions than anybody else, and they also could not help
noticing that the troops of some Powers were not so well cared for
by their officers as they themselves were by theirs.
The writer on one occasion was sketching in the grounds of the
Summer Palace when a soldier of one of the Indian frontier
regiments came up to him and enquired if he might look on.
Taking a seat and entering into conversation he remarked in
Hindustani "You know, Sir, we learn and understand more about
many things in a week here than we could in a lifetime at home,"
and further added " Some day you will have to fight one of these
European nations which are here, and when you do, don't leave us
out, as you did in South Africa !" If such sentiments were to be found
among our native troops in China, it was no false policy assuredly to
place them in the field with the white troops of other Powers.
Further it must not be forgotten that in I900-I190 the ill-feeling
against us created by the Boer War was still prevalent, and showed
occasionally in a mnanner not creditable to the troops of certain
Powers, but although at times provoked, our native troops displayed
tact and good temper, and held their own with commendable dignity.
It has been said with some degree of humour and a little sarcasm,
that as a medal was not struck to commemorate the fighting combine
of eight first-class Powers against China, some token at least should
have been issued to inaugurate the fact that they did not fall out
among themselves. Be this as it may none succeeded better than did
the British Sappers in w orking in harmony with all with whom the)
canle in contact.
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MOTOR CAR IGNITION SYSTEMS.
ByJ LIEUT. G. L. IALL, R.E.
THE question of igniting the combustible mixture in the cylinder of a
high speed petrol engine, such as is used at the present time for
motor car and launch work, involves other considerations than are
suggested for the stationary type of internal combustion engine.
The difference between their requirements is mainly due to the fact
that the stationary engine is normally a one-speed machine and
rarely works with such a volatile fuel as petrol. The motor-car
engine, on the other hand, runs at speeds varying over a considerable
range, with average piston speeds greatly in excess of those commonly
found in the stationary type.
In the earl' days of internal combustion engines, a form of magneto
ignition was used, afterwards generally discarded for the more reliable
hot tube. The latter was practically universal when the motor car
appeared, with the natural result that it was used, in the form of a tube
kept incandescent by a petrol or beuzine burner, by practically all the
pioneers of the motor industry. Its days were, however, numbered
from the outset, as tube ignition in any form is quite unsuited to the
work. Apart from the grave risk of fire, which was found to be very
real in practice, it was wasteful of fuel and did not lend itself to
variable timing; that is to say the charge was always fired at a fixed
point in the stroke of the engine, irrespective of the speed at which
it was running. It is obvious, from the nature of the case, that the
time of ignition should be varied with the speed, in order to obtain
the best results; the charge being fired early in the working stroke
at high speeds, and later at low speeds. In fact, a range of some 30°
to 45° is normally provided with the now universal electric ignition.
The firing of the charge electrically may be accomplished in two
distinct wavs, generally distinguished under the names of "high
tension" and "low tension" ignition respectively. The original
source of the electric energy required is either a battery--geerally a
secondary battery or accumulator-or a form of generator known as
a magneto, which is simply a small dynamo whose magnetic field is
produced by steel permanent magnets, instead of by the electromagnets of its larger brother. It is usual, and will be convenient for
the purpose of this article, to subdivide electric ignition into three main
heads :-I. High tension battery. 2. High tension magneto. 3. Low
tension magneto and battery. The first two depend on precisely similar
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electrical phenomena, their main difference in theory being that the
first derives its energy from a battery, and the second from a magneto,
or pernanent magnet generator. The phenomena responsible for the
action of the third type of ignition are very similar to those involved
in the first two, but are manifested in a slightly different form.
High tension ignition, whether battery or magneto, depends for
its action on electric induction. It is bevond the scope of this article
to consider the theory of ilnduction between adjacent conductors
in any detail. Those to whom the principle is not familiar are
referred to the various textbooks dealing with the subject, or are
recommended to take certain facts for granted. Roughly speaking,
the action is as follows :-A current is supplied froml a battery or
generated by a magneto at low pressure and passes round a closed
circuit, known as the primary, back to the battery or magneto as the
case may be. This primary circuit, part of which consists of a coil
wound over an iron core, is periodically " broken," that is the current
is suddenly interrupted, these interruptions corresponding with the
firing strokes of the piston, and being effected meclanically by the
rotation of the engine itself. Over the primary coil, on the iron core,
is wound a second coil, electrically insulated from the prilary but
very close to it. The ends of this coil, known as the secondary, are
connected to the sparking plug, the combination of the primary and
secondary windings with the iron core forming the induction coil. The
principle of its action is shortly this. Any alteration in the value of
the primary current induces in the secondary winding an electrical
pressure whose magnitude depends on the ratio of complete turns in
the secondary to complete turns in the primary, and on the rate at
which the necessary alteration in the value of the primary current is
effected. The windings are so arranged as to produce a very high
pressure in the secondary, which pressure is sufficient to force a small
current across the spark gap inside the cylinder and so to fire the
explosive mixture. For reasons which need not be investigated here,
the maximum pressure is induced in the secondary when the primary
circuit is broken, and the more rapidly this operation is effected, the
higher will be the induced pressure. In practice, the interruption of
the primary circuit is accomplished in two distinct ways, either by
means of a cam operated by the engine, or electrically, by a device
knovwn as a trembler, whlicll is precisely similar in its action to the
striker of the ordinary electric trembling bell. The two systems are
commonly k;nolwn as the " trembler," and " non-tremlbler" or simple
make and break.
and Coil.-In Fig. I (see Plate) is shown
i. Hi,ig Tenlsion-Ba]ttell
diagrammatically the siml)lest form of high tension battery ignition
circuit for a single cylinder. For the sake of clearness, the primary and
secondary windings are shown separately, though in fact the latter
is wound over the former. The iron core has also been omitted.
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In all ignition systems, to simplify the wiring, use is made of earth
returns, that is the frame and engine are used to convey the current
back to the battery and coil. These eartli connections are shown by
the symbol E, and the path of the current through the metal work of
the car is further indicated in Fig. I by dotted lines. The coil shown
is of the simple make and break or non trembler type. The battery
consists of two secondary cells connected in series, made up in one
casing, giving a pressure of about 4 volts. The current leaving the
positive plate of one cell passes through the primary coil to the fixed
contact C, through the spring S which has been pushed into contact
with C by the cam K. From S it returns to the battery by the
frame of the car. The contact breaker is rotated in the direction of
the arrow by suitable gearing from the engine, so arranged that the
cam K will allow the spring S to leave the contact C, and so interrupt
the primary circuit, at fixed periods corresponding to the firing strokes
of the engine ; that is, at every other revolution of the crank shaft.
At the moment when the cam K allows S to leave the contact C
a high electrical pressure is induced in the secondary winding of the
coil, owing, as mentioned above, to the sudden interruption of the
primary current. This forces a current in the form of a spark across
the sparking plug gap, the secondary circuit being completed through
the metal of the engine and frame. Provided the contact breaker is
correctly set in relation to the crank shaft, this spark will occur at the
right moment to fire the mixture.
It will be noticed in Fig. i that a piece of apparatus called a
condenser is connected across the primary make and break. The
action of this condenser is so important, and so little generally
understood, that it will be worth while examining it in some detail.
Its fuiction is chiefly to suppress as rapidly as possible the primary
current at the moment of break. An electric current when flowing in
a circuit resents being suddenly stopped, in much the same way as
moving matter ; a revolving fly wheel, for instance. In consequence,
unless steps are taken to prevent it, a small arc or flame will form
between C and S, as soon as they are separated by the action of the
cam K, owing to the electrical momentum of the primary current.
This arc is injurious for two reasons. Firstly, it will rapidly burn
away the platinum contacts on C and S. Secondly, the very fact
that an arc forms across the contacts means that after the theoretical
moment of break the current is still flowing in the primary, and will
therefore die a-vay comparatively slowly. Since the intensity of
induction in the secondary depends on the suddenness with which
the primary current is interrupted, it is obvious that this arc at the
contact breaker will react injuriously on the spark at the sparking
plug, which may even fail altogether. It therefore becomes of
primary importance to suppress the arc at the moment of break, and
so ensure the instantaneous cessation of the primary current. The
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extinguishing of the arc could, in fact, be accomplished in other ways
than by the introduction of a condenser; by some form of magnetic
blow-out for instance, as is used for a similar purpose in tram and
railway controllers. But besides effecting this primary object, the
condenser fulfils another very valuable function which will be
explained later.
The condenser consists essentially of sheets of tin foil and paper
interleaved, alternate tin foil sheets being connected to each side of
the break. The arrangement is indicated by the conventional sign in
Fig. i. At the moment of break between C and S, a rush of current
flows into the condenser, through whlicll there is no path. The
behaviour of the apparatus under this rush of current is closely
As soon
comparable to that of a spring when struck by a hammer.
as it is charged by the rush of current, it will at once expel its charge,
sending a current through the primary in the opposite direction, against
the battery pressure, so tending to demagnetize the core; just as a
spring will rebound after a blow and throw the hammer away from it.
This action and reaction continues in the form of an oscillatory
discharge from the condenser until the primary magnetizing current is
brought to rest. Fia. 2 shows the nature of the action, the initial
charge by the magnetizing current being shown by the vertical line
on the left of the diagram, and the subsequent oscillations by the
wave lines. The total time occupied in suppressing the primary current is extremely short, the oscillations having a very high frequency.
The oscillatory nature of the condenser discharge naturally leads
us to its second important function, whicll is to produce a stream of
sparks at the sparking plug every time the circuit is interrupted by
the contact breaker. Since a pressure is induced in the secondary by
everv change in the value of the primary current, such a pressure will
be produced by the oscillatory current from the condenser, the
oscillations being so rapid as to cause a spark at the plug corresponding to each change of direction of current in the primary circuit.
The trembler type of coil is very similar in its action to the one
described above, the main difference being tliat the actual interruption
of the primary current is effected magnetically instead of mechanically.
A diagram of connections for a trembler coil is given in Fig. 3, the
trembler being shown in detail in Fir. 4. Tlhe contact makler, driven
by the engine, consists in this case of an insulated fibre disc, in which
is embedded a brass segment, the latter being in electrical connection
with the metal work of the car. Rubbing on this fibre disc is a
metal brush, usually in the form of a roller, insulated from the frame
of the car and connected to one end of both primary and secondary
windings. This metal brush completes the primary circuit at periods
corresponding to the engine firing strokes, such a state of affairs being
shown in the diagram (lFir,. 3). The magnetic make and break, or
trembler, consists of a hinged arm T normally held against the contact
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C by the spring S. Attached to T is a piece of soft iron K. The
current flows from tlhe battery to C, then to T, round tile primary
coil to the contact maker and so back by eartl to the battery. This
current at once magnetizes the core, which attracts the iron piece K,
and so pulls T away from the contact C, against the action of tile
spring S; with tle result that the primary circuit is broken and a
pressure is induced in the secondary as before. The instant that this
occurs, however, the core loses its magnetism, and the spring S forces
the arm T into contact with C, so that the process starts again. Tlle
result is a rapid vibration of the arm T ; the circuit being interrupted a
large number of times while the brush is making contact witll the
segment; and is manifested by the characteristic buzz of the trembler.
This arrangement ensures a rapid break, and results in a considerable
economy of current, since the time during which the primary circuit
is closed is reduced to a minimum. A condenser is, as usual,
connected across the primary break, that is the arm T and the
contact C, as shewn in Figs. 3 and 4. The secondary circuit is
completed by way of the sparking plug, and the metal work of the
engine and frame.
So far we have considered the case of the single-cylinder engine.
With two or more cylinders, the problem becomes more complex,
owing to the difficulty of synchronizing tile ignition, and so ensuring
that each engine shall bear its proper proportion of the total load.
A very general arrangement which is perhaps the most obvious one is
to have a separate induction coil for each cylinder. Practically all
car engines nowadays using battery ignition have the trembler type
of coil, which is more satisfactory in practice, and naturally shows a
more marked economy in current as tle number of cylinders
increases. Multi-cylinder iglition systems using one coil per cylinder
are capable of subdivision into two types, firstly those having a
separate trembler with each coil, and secondly those having a single
trembler, which actuates each coil in turn. It will be convenient to
consider throughout a 4 -cylinder type of motor, the arrangement
of wiring, gearing, etc., being easily deducible therefrom for tle case
of two, three, or six cylinders. In the case of a 4-cylinder engine
having one coil and trembler per cylinder, the revolving contact
maker has four segments, which are in connection with their respective
coils, so that the contact maker will, as in the case of the single cylinder,
be revolved at half crankshaft speed. A type of contact maker for four
cylinders is shown in Fig. 5. This arrangement is a very common one,
but the four tremblers require careful adjustment so as to ensure proper
synchronism.' A trembler which is set close, i.e. with the contacts
nearly touching, will fire the charge earlier than one which is set wide.
The second type,-the four coils and single trembler--on theWilsonPilcher system, is showni in Figr. 6. The trembler blade is actuated,
not by the core of a coil, but by a small separate electro-magnet, a
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combination known as an auto-trembler. The trembler is placed in
series with each coil in turn, the primary winidings of the latter being
This does away with any
connected as showni in the diagram.
synchronizing difficulties, since the same trembler actuates each coil
in turn.
A third arrangement is also used with multi-cylinder engines.
This is known as high tension distribution, and is the system used
with the majority of high tension magnetos, as will be seen later.
A diagram is given in Fi,. 7. A single coil and trembler is used, the
high tension current being fed to each sparking plug in turn by way
of the high tension distributor, which is similar in principle to the low
tension contact maker, but requires very much more careful insulation
owing to the high electrical pressure in the secondary at the moment
of induction. It is desirable to have a second trembler in reserve.
Before passing to the subject of magneto ignition, some mention
may be made of the Lodge coil, an apparatus which has been in use
for some time on large stationary gas engines, but has only lately
been adapted to motor-car purposes. To go fully into the theory
of the Lodge coil would involve a good deal of space and many
technicalities, but a rough idea of its action may be of interest. Up
to a certain point, as will be seen from Fig. 8, the apparatus is an
ordinary induction coil. The ends of the high tension winding are
taken to two points a, a, across vwhich is connected the spark gap A.
The points a, a are also connected to the inner surfaces of a pair of
Leyden jars, which are, in effect, special forms of condensers, the
inner and outer surfaces corresponding to the interleaved sheets of
the ordinary flat condenser. The two outer surfaces are connected,
by way of the usual high tension distributor, to the spark gaps B.
These latter are the cylinder sparking plugs. Pressure is induced in
the high tension winding, as usual, at the moment of primary break.
A charging current flows to the inner surfaces of the Levden jars, and
at once, as before explained, recoils and discharges across the gap A.
This spark tales place in a tube forming part of the coil apparatus.
At the instant of the A discharge, the outer surfaces of the jars
discharge with extreme rapidity across the gap B, thus firing the
charge. The high resistance patli L is provided to enable the outer
surfaces of the jars to receive the requisite charge.
Without going deeply into the theory of these B discharges, a few
words on the subject may be of interest, as it has an important
bearing on the practical application of the coil. The nature of the
B spark is oscillatory, the oscillations being of enormous frequency.
A property of such discharges, as exemplified by lightning, is that
the highl resistance of an air gap, such as exists at B, offers an
obstructionl to their flow which is almost negligible compared to
their disinclinlation to take an indirect patli, such as would, for
instance, be provided by a badly insulated sparking plug. In popular
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language, it may be said that these rapidly oscillating discharges
have no time to consider the path of lowest ohmic resistance, but
will preferably take the most direct route. This property is of great
practical importance for motor-car ignition, since faulty insulation,
sooted sparking plugs, and the like have no appreciable effect on the
quality of the spark.
2. IJigl Tensiozn lagnwlos.--The many diseases to which secondary
batteries are prone, as well as the trouble of providing for their
necessary periodical recharge, led to the introduction of magneto
ignition for motor-car engines. Low tension magnetos, largely used
for stationary work, and whose principle will be explained later, were
at first very generally employed, but have to-day almost entirely given
way to tle high tension type. The high tension magneto, for which a
typical circuit diagram is given in Fig. 9, consists of two essential parts,
the field magnet system and the armature, which generally revolves
inside the crescent-shaped pole pieces of the field magnet. Wound on
this armature, which is constructed of soft iron and is usually laminated
for technical reasons which conduce to a higher efficiency, are two coils,
corresponding to, and fulfilling the same duties as the primary and
secondary windings of an induction coil. The armature is revolved
inside the field magnet system by the engine. The ends of the primary
armature winding are connected to a closed circuit, by way of the
primary contact breaker, earth returns being used for convenience as
in the case of battery and coil. The ignition is switched off, as
shown in Fig. 9, by permanently connecting the armature winding to
earth, so that the contact maker does not interrupt the primary circuit.
A current is generated in the primary winding by the rotation of
the armature on the well-known dynamo principle, and takes the
form shown in Fig. Io, being zero when the winding lies along the
magnetic field, and a maximum whlen it lies across the field (Fig. I1).*
The direction of the current is naturally reversed as the armature
revolves, since the winding first moves across the magnetic field from
top to bottom and then from bottom to top. The result is that an
alternating current is produced having two maximum values one
positive and the other negative, for each complete revolution of the
armature.
The contact breaker is arranged to break the primary
circuit at each maximum current value, that is twice every armature
revolution, as shown in Fig. 9. This interruption of the primary
current induces in the secondary, or high tension winding, a pressure
sufficient to force a current across the sparking plug gap, the double
wound armature acting in precisely the same way as an induction
coil. A safety spark gap is provided in the secondary circuit to
prevent strain on the insulation in case of a failure of the spark at
: This figure shows the theoretical positions. The actual positions of
the armature at the moments of zero and maximum current are about
20° beyond the theoretical, in the direction of rotation.
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a plug. With regard to constructional details, these of course vary
with the particular make of machine. Magnetos of the type under
consideration,- the Bosch, Simms, Nilmelior, and many others
are similar in their general arrangement. One end of the primary is
connected to the armature core and thence to earth by way of a
rubbing contact or brush. The other end of the primary is connected
to the insulated portion of the contact breaker, the earthed contact ot
which normally completes the circuit. To this end of the primiary is
connected one end of the secondary, an arrangemlent generally
adopted for practical reasons in these double-wound armatures as
well as in ignition induction coils. The other end of the secondary
is connected to a slip ring, from whlicli the high tension current
is collected by a brush and fed to the revolving portion of the
high tension distributor by a second brush. Tie revolving part ot
this distributor carries a third brush lwhich delivers the highi tension
current to the various cylinders in turn.
The primary contact breaker is mounted on the armature spindle
and takes various forms, the Simms and Bosch types being illustrated
in FiO. 12. In the case of a 4 -cylinder engine, the magneto is
driven at crank-shaft speed, the contact breaker being arranged to
break the circuit twice every revolution, there being of course two
firing strokes during this period. The high tension distributor is
driven through a 2 to I gear from the armature spindle, so that the
distributing brush passes two contacts per revolution. A condenser
is arranged, as with battery ignition, across the primary break, and
fitted as a rule in prolongation of the armature core. A sectional
diagram is given in Fig. 13, showing the arrangement of a high
tension magneto of this type.
The question of varying the timing of the ignition is not so
straightforward as with the battery system. Fig. Io makes it
clear that the period of maximum current is very short, and it
is obvious that only one position of the timing lever will give a
primary break at its theoretically correct position, that is, at the
moment of maximumi primary current. The greater number of
magnetos are provided with a variable timing gear whicli merely
alters the moment of primary break, (v. Fig. 12), it being generally
arranged that this break shall synchronize with miaxinmum armature
current when the ignition is retarded, or nearly so. This facilitates
starting; and, although, as the timing is advanced, the break must
necessarily take place when the current is not at its maximum, yet,
since the engine will now be running faster and the magneto will
therefore be generating a higher average current, the arrangement is
to a certain extent self-regulating. Provision is made, however, in
some types to ensure that the break shall always occur at the point of
maximum current. This is usually done by revolving the field magnets
through the same angle as the contact breaker, and has the effect of
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moving the.current curve along, so that the peaks always correspond
with the moment of break. To this type belong the Gianoli and the
Mea, the pole shoes only being moved in the former type, and the
whole magnet, which is cup-shaped, in the latter.
A large number of modifications of what has been taken as a
standard type exist. In the Simms-Bosch revolving shield magneto
the field magnets and the armature are both stationary, but the
magnetic field is forced to move by the rotation of a shield between
the armature and the pole shoes, the arrangement being shown in
Fig. 14. This has the effect of producing an alternating current
which reaches a maximum value four times per revolution, corresponding with the four positions of the revolving shield aa', bb', a'a
and b'b. No gearing is therefore required for the high tension
distributor and the contact breaker, both of which are mounted to
revolve with the shield, the contact breaker being arranged to
interrupt the primary circuit four times for each revolution of the
shield, whlich is driven at half crank-shaft speed.
The Nieuport magneto also aims at abolishing the 2 to I gear by
the arrangement shown in F1ig. 15. The two ends of the secondary
are connected to segments embedded in fibre discs, keyed side by side
on the armature spindle. For clearness these are shown of different
diameters in Fig. 15, but are in fact the same size. Two brushes are
arranged at opposite sides of each fibre disc and distribute the high
tension current to the plugs, as the revolving segments reach them.
This results in two simultaneous sparks in series, one of which is used
to fire the mixture, the other taking place in the cylinder which has
just completed its exhaust stroke, where it does no harm. The high
tension circuit is completed as follows: from one end of the high
tension winding to segment a, from a to brush b, from b to plug c,
from c to earth, from earth to plug d, from d to brush c, and so to the
other end of the coil by the segmentf.
The principle of connecting the ends of the secondary winding to
two sparking plugs in series is also adopted in the dual ignition type
of magneto. In this case, the two sparks are produced in the same
cylinder, with the idea of ensuring the more rapid combustion of the
charge and of facilitating starting.
A form of magneto ignition known as the single winding, or separate
coil, type enjoyed considerable popularity a short time ago, but seems
at present to be giving way to tlhe double-wound type. With this
system the armature has only one, a low tension, winding-the
current generated being supplied to an induction coil of the ordinary
type. This arrangement has two distinct advantages. Firstly it is
easier to ensure satisfactorv insulation for the high tension winding,
where the latter is not subjected to the mechanical strains set up by
the rapid rotation -of the armature, and secondly, it lends itself well
to alternative battery ignition. The magneto is generally geared,
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just as in the double-wound armature type, to run at crank-shaft
speed (in the case of a 4-cylinder engine) and the current is
interrupted at the two maximum points.
The separate coil magneto may also be arranged to run without
gearing, in conjunction with a trembler coil; so that it requires no
setting with reference to the engine. The magneto can in this case
be driven by a belt or friction wheel, generally at a considerably
higher speed than the engine. Thle contact maker is operated by
the engine, as usual, at every firing stroke irrespective of the value of
the current generated by the magneto. Since the latter runs at such
a high speed, the time during which the brush is closing the primary
circuit will be long enough to ensure that at some point in the period
of primary contact, the magneto current will reach its maximuml
value. This is the system on which the Rankin-Kennedy magneto
works, the circuits being exactly similar to the Wilson-Pilcher already
described (Fig. 6), a magneto being substituted for the battery. A
very similar arrangement
is used in the Ford cars, except that the
magneto is a multipolar machine running at crank-shaft speed, whiicli
is electrically equivalent to an ordinary 2-pole magneto driven at
a higher speed.
3. Low Tcnsio,n llagneto and Baltclr'.-Tlhis form of ignition,
although nearly obsolete for car work, is often found in small launch
engines, particularly in those of American make. Mention lias
already been made when considering the action of the condenser, ot
the tendency of an electric current to continue flowing, in the form
of an arc across the contacts, for a short time after the circuit las
been broken. This electrical momentum is more marked in a circuit,
part of which is wound as a coil, particularly when the centre of this
coil is filled with an iron core. Use is made of this phenomenon in
the low tension type of ignition where the break is arranged to take
place inside the cylinder, the resulting arc b-ing used to ignite the
mixture. The necessary coil and iron core is provided by the winding
on the magneto armature. The arrangement is simple, and involves
no elaborately insulated high tension circuit, but possesses the
obvious disadvantage of a mechanically operated moving contact
inside the cylinder. It is also harder to start the engine than with
the high tension system, since only a poor arc is produced until the
magneto has obtained a fair speed. For this reason, an auxiliary
starting battery is frequently fitted. A low tension battery and
magneto circuit are shown inlig.
16. The battery in this case is
usually of the primary type, working at about 6 volts. It will be
noticed that a coil with core, generally known as a self-induction coil,
forms part of the battery circuit, in order to increase the value of the
arc, whlicll is further improved by breaking the circuit as rapidly as
possible. This is done by striking the contacts apart by tle action
of a spring, which is released by a cam gear driven from the engine.
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LIEUT.-COLOVNEL THE RT. HOrN. SIR FLEETIWOOD
ISIHAM EDITARDS, G.C.V.O., KC.B., I.S.O.,
ROYAL E GINVEERS.
By GENERAL SIR RICIHARD HARRISON, G.C.B., C.M.G., LATE R.E., COL. COI.

WHEN Lord Palmerston was our Foreign \linister, he often required
confidential work done that necessitated special knowledge and
peculiar training on the part of those who had to carry it out. In
such cases he frequently went to Sir John Burgoyne, the Head of the
Royal Engineers, to obtain from him the loan of an officer. This
custom lie found so satisfactory that at one of his conferences with
Sir John he is reported to have remarkedl " if I wanted an officer to
fill the high appointment of Archbishop of Canterburv I expect you
could supply one."
'The subject of this brief Memoir furnishes one of several notable
examples of how the training received by the Royal Engineers fits
them not onlv for their own immediate business, but also for alhost
anl career when klnowledge and industry are combined with tact
and modesty.
Fleetwood Isham Edwards, who was born April 21st, 1842, was the
second son of AMr. Thomas Edwards, of Woodside, Harrow-on-theHill, and his wife Hester, daughter of the Rev. William Wilson, of
Knowle Hall, in Warwickshire.
He began his school life at Uppingham, under Dr. Thring, and
He entered in the third remove of
thence went to Harrow.
the "Shell," at Easter, I855, being then barely I3 years old, and
reached the second remove of the fifth in December, I858. After
some months' special preparation with an Army tutor at Tunbridge
Wells, he passed an open competitive examination for admission
into the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich. While at Harrow
lie had taken part in the games for which that school is famous;
rackets, cricket, and football. In the two former he would no doubt
have distinguished himself at the school, had he not left earlier
than usual to enter the Army. In after years he was elected a
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member of the " Zingari" Club and took part in many county and
regimental matches.
While Fleetwood Edwards was at Harrow the Head Master was
the Rev. C. J. Vaughan, who afterwards became Master of the
Telmple, and then Dean of Llandaff. Vaughan was in January, 860,
succeeded in the Head Mastership by Butler, who afterwards was
appointed Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. Dr. Butler, who all
his life took the keenest interest in Harrow, wrote in 9o10 to Lady
Edwards " your dear husband and Lord Spencer were among the
very best Harrow men of my time. It was always a real pleasure to
me to shake hands, and have a few words with him at the meetings
of the Governors of Wellington College. I had watched his distinguished career with pride and admiration, knowing that his fine
character must make him loved and trusted whether in office or in
retirement."
After a short leave, spent in getting his outfit anld making preparation for his new life, Edwards joined with the rest of his batch at
Addiscombe. They were sent there, as a temporary measure, because
all the available room at the Woolwiclh Academy was required for
Addiscombe cadets who were gazetted to the Imperial list, the old
East India Company and its separate army having been abolished.
Six months afterwards, Addiscombe was finally closed, and all who
were there were sent on to Woolwich.
After passing through the necessary probation, Edwards was
appointed Senior Under-Officer at the Academy. This appointment
was alwvavs considered a high honour and was much coveted, notwithstanding the nickname given by the cadets to those who held it,
of " Golden Images," because of the amount of gold lace withlwhicll
their tunics were adorned. Cadets who served with Eldwards at the
"Shop," as it is called in familiar language, all bear testimony to his
character at that time. He was said to be " a delightful companion,
good at all sorts of games and drills, very popular with all classes of
cadets; but in whatever company he found himself, he never flinched
a hair's breadth from the high ideals of the noble life he had set
himself to follow, and whlicll he steadfastly pursued."
On the 30th June, I863, he obtained a Commission as Lieutenant
in the Royal Engineers. He was tenth of a batch wvhich supplied 12
to the Corps he joined, and 31 to the Sister Service, the Royal
Artillery.
His first station was the School of Military Engineering at Brompton
Barracks, Chatham. Here, with those who were commissioned at
the same time, he learned the duties and responsibilities of an officer
in the Army, and was put through the special courses taught there,
viz.: Fieldworks, surveying, and building construction, etc. Here
too I first met him. I was his senior by some eight years in the
Army, and I was a Staff officer while he was under instruction. But
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this mnade no difference in our friendship. We were drawn together
by having been at the same school, and by our association in the
same ganes. While we were together, I took him to my home near
Maidstone, and also accompanied him to other places in the neighbourhood, at one of which lie met the young lady who afterwards
became his wife.

In his last year at Chatlha lie became captain of the R.E. Cricket
Eleven. He is described by one* of his own " batch " as " an ideal
captain, a good player, patient with his team which he handled with
great tact and good judgment."
In this description I fully concur. I fancy I see him now, in his
trim cricket dress, standing at his favourite position in the field, with
eyes intent on the batsman, and hands ready to pick up with the
greatest rapidity the swiftly-moving ball; or walking slowly back to
the Pavilion after a successful innings in which, from start to finish,
his bat had been kept scrupulously straizlt, worked by a cool head,
and a firm yet supple arm. We used to notice that, the better the
bowling, the greater seemed to be his power of resisting it. Should
the tide of victory seem to be turning against us, he would take all
the more pains to at least secure an honourable defeat.
I wonder if those who in after years were anxious to secure himn for
some Staff or other appointment took account of the qualities he displayed in the cricket field, believing that those qualities would ensure
his success in the sterner duties of life ? If so they were not far
wrong. I could call to mind many instances to show how boys and
young men who were good at games were also good at work. This
was particularly so in the case of the subject of this Memoir.
On the completion of his course of instruction at the School of
Military Engineering, Edwards was sent to do duty at the fortress of
Dover.
His educational life at Harrow, Addiscombe, and Woolwich, and
finally at Chatham, had been quietly but satisfactorily passed through,
and now he was going forth at the age of 23 to take his place
in the Army of his Queen, and to make practical trial of the
knowledge that he had acquired, and of the character that he had
gained.

At Dover lie was set to do the ordinary duty of a young officer of
Royal Engineers at a garrison station, viz.: the repair and renewal of
the fortifications and the repair of barracks. He also took his share
with those of other corps in the ordinary garrison duties, which consisted of boards, courts-martial and so on. No doubt, now and then
he joined in a game of cricket, or had a sail on the uncertain waters of
the English Channel ; those waters which, as lie soon realized in his
study of fortification, take a prominent part in the defence of the
o Colonel Todd, R.E.
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British Isles, and have up till now enabled this Nation to retain the
proud boast of Mistress of the Seas.
After little more than a year at Dover, he was selected to be the
Private Secretary and Aide-de-Camp of General Sir Frederick
Chapman, Governor of Bermuda. He accompanied his Chief to that
island and remained with him for over two years. An officer* of the
Gloucester Regiment who at that time was stationed in Bermuda
writes of him as follows
" Fleetwood Edwards came out to Bermuda
in 1867 as A.D.C. to the Governor.
He had then the same fascinating manner and presence that lie retained through his life. We all
thought him delightful, so extraordinarily tactful and thoughtful, and
withal so cheery and amusing. In the Bernluda society of those days
lie was worth anything to the Governor and Lady Chapman, and all
the islanders were devoted to him. Without in the smallest degree
attempting to preach to one, he exercised a great influence for good
on his friends at all times. I believe him to have been a truly
religious man in the most unostentatious way. Of all people I have
known, I think he retained tle freshness and charml of his youth
longer than anyone. Whenever I came across him at ' Court'
he was the same genial light-hearted comrade ; and I invariably felt,
however long a time elapsed between our meetings-often some years
-that we began again exactly as we left off."
From Bermuda, Edwards returned home in the summer of 1869, and
was quartered for a year in Ireland in charge of the Fermoy district.
He then received the special appointment of Assistant Inspector of
Works at tile Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. While here (in 1871) he
married Editll, daughter of the Rev. Allan Smith-Masters, of Camner,
Kent. But she (lied two years afterwards.
While Edwards was at tle Arsenal the office of Inspector of
Works was held by Major Scratchley, R.E., who later on became
Governor of New Guinea, and was knighted. At that time the
manufacturing and store departments were under the SurveyorGeneral of the Ordnance, a political administrator at the War Ollice.
But the department of works of which Scratchley was the head was
under the Inspector-General of Fortifications. The business that it
had to do was to carrv out all tle building work at the great
Government mnanufactory, where naval and military guns and
carriages were designed and constructed, and where Arnmv stores of
every description were kept in charge. Just about this time the
Naval Dockyard, wllich formerly was used for the construction of
ships of war, was handed over to tle Army. Tle alterations necessitated by this change were carried out by the works branch at the
arsenal. The same branch had to superintend laying the foundations
Lieut. Henry Tomkinson who in after years was transferred to the
Royal Dragoons and became colonel of that distinguished regiment.
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of the great steam hammer invented by Mr. Nasmyth, which
brought about quite a revolution in heavy gun construction. Then
piers had to be thrust out into the river to enable the iron vessels,
which were fast succeeding wooden ones in our naval and mercantile
service, to come alongside and discharge their cargoes. Shops for
carpenters and smiths had to be built witl up-to-date fittings, and
railways had to be laid down to meet the traffic that increased in
With all this work in hand, a conbulk and weight every day.
scientious officer like Edwards must have found plenty to do.
The occupation was what an officer of Royal Engineers was trained
for, and, as far as I can gather, he did his share of it with zeal and
credit. But it must have been somewhat strange to him after his
experience as Aide-de-Camp to the Governor of Bermuda; and,
when he was asked by Sir Lintorn Simmons the newly appointed
Inspector-General of Fortifications, to take a similar place on his
Staff, I can well imagine that he was quite content to accept the
offer.
On August 2nd, 1875, Fleetwood Edwards went with his new
Chief to call on the various authorities at the War Office: H.R.H.
the Duke of Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief of the Arnmy, Mr. Hardy,
Secretary-of-State for War, Lord Eustace Cecil, Surveyor-General of
the Ordnance, and others. By the middle of the month he had
settled into his new position, his lodging in Jermyn Street, and his
club (the Senior United Service) being quite close to his work at the
Horse Guards. His appointment entailed much nmore work than
The Inspector-General
usually falls to the lot of an aide-de-camp.
of Fortifications was head of the Corps of Royal Engineers, and was
responsible not only for the proper training and efficiency for war of
their officers, N.C. officers, and men; but also for the carrying out
of the work on which, in addition to their military exercises, they
were employed in time of peace. All the fortifications throughout the
Empire were in his charge. He had to take steps to keep those that
existed in proper repair, and he had also to bring forward for consideration such renewals and improvements as the constantly changing
pattern of the arms in use among the military nations of the world
rendered necessary. In order to carry this out thoroughly he had to
make careful enquiry regarding any new military machines that put
in an appearance, such as electric telegraphs, electric lights, submarine
mines, railways, motors, and flying machines. He also had to make
practical trials of those that seemed as if they had come to stay.
Moreover he superintended the department that existed for the
repair and renewal of barracks, and for the construction of new ones
when funds were allotted for the purpose. Naturally the A.D.C. of
an officer with so large a charge held no sinecure. He had to be
very regular in his attendance, very methodical in his habits, and to
in regard to the many technical
keep himself sufficiently "primedl"
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and other subjects with which his Chief dealt, to be able to give an
intelligent opinion when asked to do so.
For three years from I875 to I878, sometimes travelling with his
Chief to inspect men and forts, and for longer periods conducting the
office work in London in the light gained by those inspections,
Edwards continued to lead an active but uneventful life. How he
carried out his duties during that period can be gathered froml a letter
of which the following is an extract written to him by Sir Lintorn
Simm0ons in the autumn of 1878 whlen he was leaving to take up
other work.
Ii"Ith Sep/ember, I878.
" \M

DEAR EDW\ARDS,

"It has been a great source ot grief to me for some time past to know
that it was probable I might soon lose you as my A.D.C. in which
capacity I can truly say you have given me unalloyed satisfaction. The
pain of losing you however is not unaccompanied with pleasure that you
have been selected for such an honourable and responsible position as
equerry, and therefore companion to a young Prince, who must be
influenced by any person holding such a position for good or for evil.
Looking to the great national importance of our Princes being surrounded
with good influence, and having such entire confidence in you, I am glad,
as an Englishman, and a subject of the Queen, that the selection has
fallen upon you, but I must not allow you to imagine that I made it. Your
name had been mentioned to the Queen by some other friend before I
was consulted on the subject, and I then could only state what I thought
of you, and express my willingness, but not without sincere regret, to
place you at H.M.'s and the Prince's disposal, so that you owe your
selection to your ow\n good qualities and not to me."
But in the summer of that year, before he left the War Office, he was
sent with his Chief to take part in the celebrated Congress of Berlin.
This led to his making friends with the chief British representative at
that Conference, and eventually brought about the appointment
alludedl to in Sir Lintorn Simmons' letter, viz.: Equerry to Prince
Leopold.
In order to show how it came about that Simmons (with his A.D.C.)
tool; part in the Berlin Congress I must briefly recall to mind the time
when lie first gained his klnowledge of the " near East." It was in the
autumn of I858. He was then a junior captain of Royal Engineers,
employed as Secretary for Railways at the Board of Trade, but on leave
for a few weeks, with permission to travel in eastern Europe. He happened to be at Constantinople whien war broke out between Russia and
Turkey, and lie iimmediately wsent to the Enibass- and offered his
services to Lord Stratford de Redcliffe who was then Ambassador there.
Recognizing that such service might be of great value, Lord Stratford
requested Capt. Simmlons to proceed to the Danube and report on the
derences of the Turkish frontier, and the condition of the Ottoman
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Army that had been sent by the Sultan under the command of Omar
Pasha, to resist the Russian advance. This duty having been carried
out satisfactorily, Lord Stratlord then requested Simmons to inspect
the defences of the Bosphorus. After that he was directed to accompany Admiral Sir Edmund LIons to the Black Sea, and report on the
state of defence of Trebizond, Batoum, and other Turkish ports. His
leave having by this time expired, Simmons was preparing to return to
England, when intelligence was received that the Russian forces were
about to cross the Danube near Galatz, and he was requested by the
Ambassador to find his way as quickly as possible to Omar Pasha, and
Proceeding at once to Varna, Silmmons
inform him of the position.
rode to Schumla, and thence to Tertuchan, arriving in time to save the

Turkish corps at Galatz from being cut off. From that time, throwing
up his peace appointment at the English Board of Trade, he became
attached to the great Turkish general, Omar Pasha, and remained with
him throughout the war, becoming eventually British Commissioner
In February, 1854, France and England
with the Turkish Army.
joined with Turkey against the Russians.
How Simmons took part in the defence of Silistria, and the crossing
of the Danube by the Turkish Army, and how eventually he accompanied Omar Pasha to the Crimea, and then to Mingrelia, it is not our
immiediate business to relate. I only mention the facts to show the
unusual opportunities that he had of studying the Eastern question
in a thoroughly practical manner. It can well be understood how
it was that, when Lord Beaconsfield took up that question during
the Russo-Turkish War of 1876-77, and looked about for an expert
to give him sound geographical and military advice, he found one in
Simmons.
In January, 1878, notwithstanding a world-renowned defence by the
Turks against their Northern foe at Plevna, the Russians crossed the
Balkans, and were with their advanced troops almost in sight of the
capital, when the Beaconsfield Ministry ordered the Mediterranean
fleet to steam through the Dardanelles and anchor near Constantinople.
For a time war between England and Russia seemed inevitable.
Lord Beaconsfield proposed a large vote of credit for warlike preparations. The reserves were called out, and native Indian troops were
brought to Malta. 3Meantime, in order to save his palace, the Sultan
appeared ready to agree to Russia's demands, and probably would
have done so had not Great Britain intervened, and demanded that the
terms of peace should be submitted to a Congress of the Powers,
meeting at Berlin.
To this Congress Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury went as the
representatives of Great Britain. General Sir Lintorn Simmons was
selected to act as military adviser to tile British Commissioners, and he
was accompanied by Capt. Ardagh, 1.E., and Capt. Edwards, A.D.C.
When the Congress assembled Edwards found that the Prime
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Minister's Private Secretary, Mlontagu Corry (afterwards Lord
Rowton), was an old Harrow contemporary and friend. This, and
their association in the work of the Congress, and the fact that their
natures were similar and altogether congenial, drew the two young
men very much together. When the work of the Congress was over,
the British representatives came home to England together and an
enthusiastic reception was accorded, by the public, to Lord Beaconsfield,
when they arrived at Dover.
As soon as possible, after their return, Lord Beaconsfield,
accompanied by his Private Secretary, went to see the Queen
at Osborne. It was probably during this visit that the question
arose of the appointment of Fleetwood Edwards as Equerry to
Prince Leopold. Evidently wlhen, a few days later, Sir Lintorn
Simmons' " command"
to Osborne, on return froom Berlin, included his Aide-de-Camp, it was with the intention that the latter
should be seen b! the gracious Lady on whom eventually it would
rest to make the appointment. An extract from a letter written by Sir
Henry, elder brother of "Chlarlie " Gordon, who was for many years
the well-known head of the Military Store Department at Woolwich,
will come in appropriately here.
"Oclober 2 4 th.
" MY DEAR EDWARD S,

" When I saw your name among the visitors at Balmoral, I said at once
to my wife that you were going to be a joint assistant to Privy Purse with
Pickard. I then heard it was to be an Equerry to Prince Leopold.
Whichever it may be--perhaps both-be assured no one among your
hosts of friends can be more delighted than myself at your good luck, and
I know no one, high or low, who is so perfectly fitted to fill such an office.
Urbanity of manner, combined with intelligence and zeal of no ordinary
nature, are gifts that are possessed by few. You are one of them, and I
wish you very heartily success."
Directly after the visit to Osborne with Sir Lintorn Simmons,
Edwards was offered the appointment of Equerry to I'rince Leopold
(afterwards Duke of Albany). But, before he had time to fit himself
out with the necessary uniform, he received a telegram from Colonel
Pickard telling him not to do so for a few days. This was followed
by an offer to join the Queen's Household as Assistant Privv Purse,
and Assistant Private Secretary. I need hardly say that the latter
offer was accepted.
The post of Equerry to Prince Leopold was later on conferred
on Capt. S. Waller, R.E.
In regard to the above appointment it should be stated that, when
General Grey died in I870 he was succeeded as Private Secretary by
Sir Henry Ponsonby ; and when Sir Thomas Biddulph died in 878,
the whole of the responsibility of the two offices devolved on Sir
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For this latter arrangement an assistant was
Henry Ponsonby.
necessary, and when the offer was made to Edwards it was intended
that he and Pickard should be assistants to Sir Henry Ponsonby,
taking the work alternately. At first the year was divided in half, to
enable Pickard, who was in delicate health, to be abroad in the winter.
But Colonel Pickard died in i880, and was succeeded by Major
Arthur Bigge,* after which the " waits" reverted to what was the
usual custom, each of the assistants in turn being on duty for three
months. This arrangement continued until Sir Henry Ponsonby's
death in I895, when Fleetwood Edwards was made Privy Purse, and
Arthur Bigge Private Secretary.
All public men must live a second life. There is the official side
which absorbs more or less of their energy, according to the amount
of interest they take in it, or the greatness of their sense of duty in
regard to it; and there is the home side where the balance of their
energy is spent, but where men, as a rule, like to rest and renew their
In the life at Court that Edwards commenced to live in
strength.
October, 1878, there were periods on duty, and periods off duty. But
the former meant more than ordinary work at an office. It meant
actually living in the Palace where the Queen was residing, and being
at the disposal of Her Majesty at any hour. So that even when he
married in May, I88ot, it was found that he and his wife could not
take a separate house. Edwards had to be at the Palace during his
tour of duty, at meal times, and also at night, as well as at the ordinary
office hours. So the only time when a home life was possible was
Now and then the Queen lent them a house
when he was off duty.
at Osborne or Balmoral, and when Sir Henry Ponsonby died, and
Edwards was made Privy Purse, they were given the Norman Tower
in Windsor Castle as an official residence. The home life was consequently somewhat tied, but the Queen was invariably kindness itself,
and both Edwards and his wife were perfectly devoted to her.
I will return to the home life again later on. Meantime I will
endeavour to show briefly what the official life was in its entirety,
and then as far as I can what it was in detail.
As I have already indicated, it was owing to his previous service in
the Royal Engineers, and especially to his conduct when attached to
the British representatives at the International Congress of Berlin,
that Capt. Fleetwood Edwards was in October, 1878, selected by
Her Majesty Queen Victoria to assist Sir Henry Ponsonby in his work
at Court. In March, I880, he was also appointed Groom-in-Waiting to
0 Now Lieut-Colonel the Rt. Hon. Sir Arthur Bigge,

G.C.v.o.,

etc., etc.,

Private Secretary to the King.
t Capt. Fleetwood I. Edwards married in May, I88o, Mary, daughter
of Major John Routledge Majendie, 9 2nd Ilighlanders, her mother being
a daughter of George Dering, Esq., of Barham Court, near Canterbury.
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the Queen. On the 30th June, 1883, le became a Major ; and on
the 22nd October, 189o, a Lieut-Colonel of Royal Engineers. In
October, i888, he was made an Extra Equerry, and when Sir Henry
PonsorbyP died ill May, 1895, le was made by the Queen, Keeper of the
Privy Purse and Head of her Personal Household. The same year he
was appointed by Her Majesty a Privy Councillor. In the Times'
account of his life it is stated that " from the date of his appointment
to the death of the Queen, Sir Fleetwood Edwards was perhaps the
most trusted and intimate adviser of the Queen. Though shy and
retiring in his demeanour, Sir Fleetwood Edwards was a man of
remarkable charm, combined with a degree of steadlastness and
determination which was hardly apparent to the casual observer.
lhe life and influence of such a man must necessarily remain a sealed
book to the public; but it may be stated with assurance that of the
many devoted servants of Queen Victoria no one better deserved Her
Majesty's confidence. On the death of Queen Victoria in January,
I90o, Sir Fleetwood Edwards was named one of the executors of Her
Majesty's will, a duty of extreme delicacy and importance, which he
was peculiarly well fitted to perform."
It is said that he was consulted by the late King Edward VII. regarding the details of the funeral of the great Queen whonl he had served
so long and so faithfully, and whose body he accompanied, as one of
the pall bearers, throughout the solemn and impressive three days'
ceremony. Anyhow that Monarch thoroughly appreciated his services
to the late Queen and thanked him personally for them. He
created him a Grand Cross of the Victorian Order, and appointed
him Sergeant-at-Arms in the House of Lords, granting him a pension.
He also continued him as an Extra Equerry.
At the same time the Prince of Wales, wllo had a strong personal
regard for him, offered him the post of Comptroller in his Household,
but he declined the honour feeling that it would involve so much new
work that he was unable to take it.
On his accession King George V. appointed him Paymaster-to-theHousehold, and made himn an Extra Equerry.
His Majesty has also
granted a pension to Lad) Edwards in recognition of her husband's
"great and brilliant services to Oueen Victoria."
From w-lat the Times states above, it will be gathered that
Fleetwood EIidwards'ffull life can never be written. We can give a
few dates indicating when he occupied one or another of his appointments as an officer of Royal Engineers, or as an official at Court, and
when he received some well-earned promotion or decoration. But,
no doubt advisedly, he left behind himn very few letters, and no
journal. What was his daily life, and how his character grew until he
acquired the influence and charm to which all who knew him bear
record, we cannot tell. But we know that his official life at the Court
was absolutely bound up in that oftlhe great and good Queen to whom
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he was devoted, and we feel sure that at the same time he regulated
all his actions by the precepts of the Divine Teacher in whom he
thoroughly believed.
It may be interesting to friends who read this Memoir to know
what was the routine of his official work, and what were some of the
subjects that must have come before him during the 23 years, from
1878 to I9o0, that he was employed at the Court. Soon after being
appointed to the Royal Household it became Edwards' duty (as I
have already stated) to assist Sir Henry Ponsonby in the combined
work of Keeper of the Privy Purse and Private Secretary. This
entailed six months' duty in the year, not consecutive, but usually
from six to eight weeks at a time, the other half being taken by
his colleague.
During the tour of office he lived entirely under the same roof
as the Queen.
All State papers passed through his hands.
All
telegrams were cyphered by him, not only on State, but also on family
affairs. Consequently his work was ot the most confidential and
personal character with regard to the Sovereign.
His hours of work
were not accurately defined. Whenever the Queen was in the house,
the assistant was supposed to be available. At Windsor, for instance,
chapel was at 9, breakfast 9.30, luncheon 2, dinner 9 or 9.15.
An
hour's outing was allowed in the morning and two to two and a-half in
the afternoon.
All the household had their meals together except
those who were "commanded" to dine with Her Majesty.
No doubt the work of the office was very close, and the Secretariat
were usually kept at their desks until the Queen went for her daily
drive late in the afternoon. The range too of the work was very
great, involving as it did pr{cis of Parliamentary, and ambassador's
reports, and the sifting of the mass of letters which arrive daily for the
Queen from all sorts of people. Then there was all the foreign correspondence, the distribution of the Queen's charities, etc., etc. The
cypher telegrams took up a great deal of time, especialiy on the
occurrence of any political crisis, when precedents had to be looked up.
It has been said that during one crisis no fewer than 2,000 telegrams
passed through the Palace office in a week.
A friend writing of
Edwards when he was assistant to Sir Henry Ponsonby says: " He
was so conscientious in his performance of duty that I used to think
in his early days at Court he suffered a good deal from the strain.
Although doubtless it became easier as time went on, he was, after the
Queen's death, glad to be relieved from further secretarial duties."
Without the off duty periods it is quite possible that he might not
have been able to carry on. But these, and the great kindness of the
Queen in giving him occasional happy days of recreation among the
moors and streams at Balmoral, or in the coverts at Windsor, enabled
him to pull through. When, after the death of Sir Henry Ponsonbv,
Fleetwood Edwards was appointed. Keeper of the Privy Purse and
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Head of the Personal Household of the Queen, he was brought into
closer relations than ever with the Sovereign. His duties consisted in
administering the funds of the Privy Purse, amounting to £60,ooo a
year, together with the income of the Duchy of Lancaster of whicli he
was the Receiver-General. He had also charge of all the private
properties of Osborne and Balmoral, the farm at Windsor, and the
Queen's charities, besides the recommendation of candidates for
Apartments at Hampton Court, for Brethren of the Charterhouse,
and of Christ's Hospital, and for Pages of Honour, etc.
The people of interest that Edwards must have met and talked to
while he was at Court were no doubt numerous. Governors and
ambassadors proceeding to or from the places wlhere they represented
their Sovereign, admirals and generals taking up or relinquishing their
commands, Ministers of State during their time of office, men and
women of rank or distinction whom the Queen wislied to honour by
a "command" to stay for a night or more at the Palace. All or
most of tlese he must have seen, many lie must have known well,
and made friends of. Then, connected with and made interesting by
this personal acquaintance, there was all the correspondence, the
reports, the despatches, the foreign confidential letters, the discussions
in Parliament and elsewhere, and besides all these there were the
written communications incident to appointments that had to be
made by the Sovereign.
We have already stated how Edwards became acquainted with
Lord Beaconsfield at the time of the Berlin Treaty. He no doubt
continued his intercourse with that able Statesman and other members
of the Party until the Conservatives were thrown out of power in
I88o, anid Mr. Gladstone became Premier with a large Liberal majority
behind him. The times then were difficult. Irish questions were
very much to the fore, and unexpected wars broke out in Afghanistan,
in Zululand, in Natal against the Boers, and in Egypt. Edwards, I
know, was particularly interested in the Zulu War, whlere the gallant
young Prince Imperial of France, whomihe knew well, went out as a
volunteer, to serve with our army, and met his fate in a reconnaissance.
He was also much interested in the Egyptian War of 88S2, where tle
Queen's soldier son, the Duke of Connaught, commanded with distinction the Guards' Brigade. He was much concerned too at the
delay that took place in relieving Gordon at Khartoum, which resulted
in the death of that heroic leader before the British troops, under
Lord Wolseley, could come to his assistance.
It need hardly be said that the debates on the Reform Acts which
were eventually passed in 1884 and i885 brought considerable
additional work to the Court Secretariat. Still more excitement was
caused in England, and consequently at Court, by the Home Rule
Bill of Mr. Gladstone which caused several of his best known
supporters such as Lord Hartington, Mr. Chamberlain, and Mr.
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Bright to leave the Government, and ally themselves with the
Conservatives under Lord Salisbury.
The celebration by Queen Victoria of her Jubilee reign in 1887, and
again io years later of her Diamond Jubilee, and the fact that these
events brought into closer touch than ever the Queen and her people,
could not fail to add very materially to the volume and importance
of work that must have fallen upon Edwards at the time. All through
the later years of the Queen's life but especially during the war
between Great Britain and the Boers of South Africa, the spirit of
affection for the Old Country and of loyalty to their Sovereign was
growing in all those great States over the sea-India, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, and many other smaller ones-that
make up the British Empire. This affection would show itself in
more friendly relations, more frequent intercourse between the Court
and the people, and would consequently result in a larger number of
letters and telegrams, and additional anxiety to all those whose
business it was to control and regulate the Secretariat that exists in
the Palace of the Sovereign.
In concluding the record of Edwards' official life, which may be said
to have ended with the death of Queen Victoria, I cannot do better,
I think, than quote the opinion formed concerning him by Sir
Arthur Bigge, the colleague who had worked in conjunction with
him through nearly the whole of his time at Court, and who knew
probably more about him than any living man. He writes that in
the Household Edwards was a universal favourite, and was at the
same time greatly respected. " His was a character of the strongest
moral fibre: a man of deep religious convictions but so little did he
obtrude them on others that many who did not know him intimately
might have been quite unaware of his almost unique nature. He
was always full of fun, absolutely devoid of priggishness, ready to
join in every form of sport, but with all this he never deviated
one inch from the path which he believed to be right. Such a
man could have no enemies." Depend upon it his example must
have helped onwards and upwards many of those with whom he
was associated.
Not long after Edwards took up the work under Sir Henry
Ponsonby in Queen Victoria's Household, Her Majesty gave him
for his life one of the small houses in St. James's Palace. This was
afterwards exchanged for a larger one, the back of which looks into
the court where the daily guard is mounted. This house was a
private not an official residence, and while the Queen was alive,
Edwards and his wife lived there very little. When he was on duty
they occupied the official residence in Windsor Castle, and when lie
was off duty they usually went for a trip abroad, or to stay with
friends in the United Kingdom. On one of these occasions, having
been granted leave for three months, they went for a tour to India.
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But, after the Queen's death, the house at St. James's became their
home. Here they collected their pictures and books, etc., and here
they lived when Edwards was carrying on his duty as Sergeant-atArms in the House of Lords.
From what has already been said we may feel sure that this duty
was performed with as mucli regularity of attendance, and as much
zeal, as any of the former work in which he had been engaged. But
he was only required to be there whlile Parliament was sitting. The
rest of his time he could regulate as he thought fit. I believe he
liked the employment at the House of Lords because it brought him
in touch with many friends whom he had made while he was at
Court. It also gave him an opportunity of watching, from behind the
scenes, how the machinery of Parliamentary life is worked. But it
did not occupy his time as fully as had been the case in previous
years, even including the extra employments of one kind and another
that had devolved upon him. So he held himself available to take
up charitable work wlhen it came in his way. Moreover he never
failed in helping to the best of his power those who came to him for
advice and assistance. Writing of him at the later period of his time
in the Royal Household one of his friends,* whom I have already
quoted, says " Edwards always retained the same charming manner
which he had in his younger days, and in his late times at Court was
the trusted adviser not only of the Oueen, but of many members of
the Royal Family."
An extract from a letter written to him by his old chief, Sir Lintorn
Simmons, some 12 years after the one I have already quoted, will not
be out of place here, as testifying to the appreciation in which he was
held by the Corps of Royal Engineers. " I was agreeably surprised
on looking at the Gazette to see that you are promoted LieutenantColonel, and most heartily and sincerely do I congratulate you and
Lady Edwards thereon, for, although of late years, you have not
performed many purely Corps duties, we all recognize in you one ot
our best and most distinguished officers, who is bringing fresh honours
to the dear old Corps by the respect he has gained for himself, both
from his Royal Mistress, and from all who come in contact with
him."
In the year I907 Edwards bought the Manor House, Lindfield,
Sussex, as a place of retreat, during part of the year, from London.
Here he was taken ill at the end of July, 1910, and here he died on
the r4 tlh August, the funeral taking place in the beautiful church and
cemetery of Cuckfield, near Hayward's Heath.
Among the works of love that Fleetwood Edwards undertook
during the last few vears of his life, I will mention two, one being
connected with the Corps of Royal Engineers to which he belonged,
o Colonel S.

\aller, c.v.o., R.E.
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and the other with the Public School where he commenced his
training.

When General Charles Gordon, R.E., was killed at Khartoum,
among the black people whom lie would not desert in their extremity,
the people of England were eager to establish some national monument to his memory. This took the form of a training school for
boys. The school, called the Gordon Boys' Home, was built on
Government ground near Bagshot, and the management was vested
in an executive committee, with an office at 6, York Street, St.
Jalnes's. The late Chairman of Committee was Field Marshal Sir
Lintorn Simmons, a friend of Gordon's. The present one is General
Sir George Higginson, one of the earliest and most energetic promoters of the scheme. Edwards was a member of the Executive
Commit ee.
In the Gordon Boys' Gazelle of October, I9IO, there is the following notice:FLEETWOOD

ISHAM EDWARDS.

It is with the greatest regret we have to record the death of one who
has been on our Executive Committee for lo years, and a member of the
Home for a still longer period.
While he took as keen an interest in the well-being of the Home as
any of the Committee, his never-failing courtesy and kindliness were
specially remarkable, and no one who was privileged to be connected with
him in this or any other public matter will ever forget his charm of
manner, and his delightful-almost boyish-geniality of temperament.
Those who were still further privileged to know him in his home life will
have no difficuly in understanding the estimation in which he was held
by our great Queen Victoria, whose devoted servant he proved himselt
by so many years of faithful service. A more perfect "courtier" in. the
highest and noblest sense of the word it is impossible to imagine.

The Harrow Mission takes charge of and endeavours to work, in a
systematic and thorough manner, the parish of Holy Trinity, Latimer
Road, W.
Edwards was honorary treasurer of the Mission Accounts.
In the Harrozw 3lission Mlagazine of September, 1910, the Vicar"
writes :"The death of Sir Fleetwood Edwards is a terrible blow to us, and I
have tried in the following notice to explain how much he has done for
us. His was a wonderfully unselfish life, lived one felt sure, always in
the Presence, and always giving happiness to his friends, a man of infinite
courtesy and kindliness."
I: The Rev. Edgar Stogdon,

M.A.
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SIR FLEETWOOD EDWARDS.
Very few people probably in the parish know how much help Sir
Fleetwood Edwards gave us: he never liked it to be known that he was
doing anything to help, and yet as treasurer of the Mission accounts he
did a very great deal of work for us, and however busy he was, for he
did numberless unrecorded acts of kindness, he was always ready to give
up time to us. The keeping of accounts is proverbially dull, yet it was
always pleasant to go and talk over business matters with him, because of
his cheerfulness and humour. He was intensely keen about the Mission
work and by his death we lose an invaluable helper, and a real friend.
Readers of the short Memoir that I have put together cannot fail to
notice how the character that Edwards showed as a boy, trained as

it was in a great public school and in a great military college, and
tested during a diversified Army career, peculiarly fitted him for the
employment that fell to his lot at the British Court. Whatever else
he did, before and after, those 23 years that he spent in the service of
Queen Victoria were without doubt the real work of his life.
How he did that work cannot be better told than by a quotation
from the speech made by the Archbishop of Canterbury when, at a
dinner given to Lord Hardinge, the newly appointed Viceroy of India,
in November, I9IO, His Grace had to propose the toast of Harrow

School. He said "I cannot refrain to-night from alluding to two
intimate personal friends of my own who within the last few months
have passed away. One* of them was my exact contemporary at
Harrow-and the other, in later vyears a still closer personal friend of
my own, a man who, with singular reticence of dignity in his life,
enabled few people perhaps to understand all that he was, and all
that he was doing-Sir Fleetwood Edwards. I doubt whether many
Englishmen realize what, during the later years of Queen Victoria's
life, were the responsibilities devolving upon Sir Fleetwood Edwards,
and how they were carried out. The quiet dignity of the man who
held that position, and said nothing about it; the intimate personal
counsellor and friend of Queen Victoria, the Private Secretary and
Keeper of the Privy Purse, left as her executor when she (lied, the
most marked token that could have been given of personal confidence,
when, with a quietness and self-suppression which were beyond all
praise, he filled the duties of one of the most difficult situations which
any man could be called to fill. Few people outside his own immediate circle, or the immediate circle of those who were bound to
know, realized either the greatness of the work that was being done,
or the eminence, or the capacities of the man who was doing it."
A facsimile of two letters written to Edwards by the Queen herself,
a list of the special appointments that he held, and a list of the
honours that he received, are given in the Appendices.
c Sir Lewis Tupper.
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APPENDIX I

LIst

OF APPOINTMENTS,

ETC., HELD BY SIR FLEETWOOD EDWARDS.

Aide-de-Camp and Private Secretary to the Governor of Bermuda.
1867-69.
Assistant Inspector of Works, Royal Arsenal. 1870-75.
Aide-de-Camp to the Inspector-General of Fortifications. 1875- 7 8.
Attached to the Special Embassy at the Congress of Berlin. 1878.
Assistant Keeper of the Privy Purse, and Assistant Private Secretary to
H.M. Queen Victoria. 1878-95.
Groom-in-Waiting to H.M. Queen Victoria. 18So-95.
Extra Equerry to H.M. Queen Victoria. 1888-1901.
Keeper of Privy Purse to H.M. Queen Victoria. I895-I901.
Sergeant-at-Arms in House of Lords and Extra Equerry to H.M. King
Edward VII. igo1-io.
Paymaster to Royal Household, and Extra Equerry to H.M. King
George V. 1910.
Trustee of Queen Victoria's Jubilee Institute for Nurses.
Member of Council of Duchy of Lancaster.
Governor of Vellington College.
Royal Commissioner for Exhibition of IS51.
Member of the Council of the Royal Albert Hall.
Member of the Council of Queen Alexandra's House.

APPElTNDIX 11I.

LIST OF DECORATIONS

AND HONOURS

AWARDED

TO FLEETWOOD EDWARDS.

Companion of the Bath. 1882.
887.
IKnight Commander of the Bath.
Appointed a Privy Councillor. I895.
Grand Cross of the Victorian Order. 1901.
Imperial Service Order. 1903.
And the following foreign orders:2nd Class of the Prussian Order of the Red Eagle, with Star.
The Coburg Order.

APPE.iDIX III.

FACSIM1ILE OF Two LETTERS W\RITTEN TO
MosT GRACIOUS

FLEETWOOD

EDWARDS BY HER

MAJESTY QUEIEN VICTORIA.
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TRANSCRIPT.
MOBILE

DETACHMENTS.

JByMIAJOR A. BUDDECKE.
(Transcript from the Supplement to the Ali/il,r-Wocihei'zlzll).

THE further an army becomes removed from its own experience of war,
so much the more must it draw on military history for guidance in its
work in peace. This is especially indicated at all exercises which serve
for training in the leading of troops. Mere imagination is not able to
replace actuality in the framing of the schemes, and can but give rise to
scenes which bear only the garb of war while having little in common
with its essence. There is also the danger of falling into "cut-anddried" methods, leading to one-sidedness. The scheme will only approximate to, and therefore form, a true preparation for the real thing when
they are drawn from the fresh source of military precedents.
It is a striking phenomenon, that the schemes for great manceuvres
favour situations in which a mixed force is situated independently or
only in loose connection with the main body, and therefore appears as a
mobile detachment. This kind of scheme finds its explanation in the
fact that the situation of a detached force is able to be clearer defined
than that of one in close co-operation with the main force, and sets the
leader of it a completely independent decision to make. Great as are
the advantages offered by such a scheme, it is yet only justified so long
as it is based on reality, and does not do violence to facts through either
setting up a force as detached, which as a fact is not detached, or by
assuming a detachment, which is not justified by the military situation.
It should therefore be of interest and value to investigate the latest
military history, and to find in what cases mobile detachments have been
employed, what their experience was, and what signification thev will
have for the war of the future.
Independent forces are to be found in all stages of a war. Even at the
commencement of a campaign their application may be necessitated by
the political situation-if several opponents and menace from several
directions have to be reckoned with. Desirable as it was in 1866 for
Prussia to concentrate all her forces in the main struggle with Austria, yet
the attitude of Hanover, Hesse, and the South German States, rendered
mobile detachments imperative. But when the situation was materially
improved through the disintegration of the Hanoverian Army, the decision
of the Prussian Headquarters to unite the detached divisions of Beyer,
Goben and Manteuffel to the Army of the Main, was of decisive importance.
The use of these concentrated forces led to the overthrow of the South
German armies, which, though twice as strong, were not concentrated.
The situation was similar at the commencement of the campaign in
1877-78. Here too on the Turkish side the political situation, the preceding
battles with Servia, and the internal unrest, led to a dispersion of force,
which compelled the use of divided armies against the Russians. Although
the Turks obtained herewith the advantages of exterior lines and could
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-operate against the flank of the enemy who had pressed across the Danube,
they were only able to check the Russian offensive for a space, since they
could make no concentrated use of their forces. Even Osman Pasha's bold
flank stroke was very soon to be paralyzed by defensive action, to end
finally in a severe reverse at the hands of the Russian forces, which steadily
increased in numbers and tended to surround him. This example shows
.at the same time, that operations of separate portions of a force against the
the flanks of an army that is concentrated, have little value if they do not go
.hand in hand with powerfully conducted operations against the front.
Geographical conditions, also, the one portion of the frontier projecting
into the enemy's country, may result in allotting an independent role to
-the forces mobilized in that part. Thus the Austrian Headquarters at the
beginning of the iS66 campaign, was able to derive advantage from the
isolated situation of the Ist Austrian Corps and the Saxons. In the event
of
· the Austrian Commander-in-Chief deciding to fall on the Prussian
Army as it emerged from the mountains, with his main body, it would
have fallen to the task of the Ist Austrian Corps and the Saxons to
oppose the Prussian Ist Army and Army of the Elbe at the entrenchments
*of the Iser, until the Crown Prince's army had been disposed of; in the
·event of the Commander-in-Chief desiring only to hold the 2nd Prussian
Army with a detached force, in order to throw himself with the main bohly
*on the advancing 2nd and Elbe Armies, the 2nd Austrian Corps with the
Saxons had to hold the enemy till the main body of the army arrived.
The vague ideas of the Austrian Commander-in-Chief and his indefinite
-orders for the conduct of the detached Corps had, however, the result that
:the latter, after showing a false front at the Iser, renounced this strong
position and the road to Gitschin to the enemy, and by so doing exposed
themselves to no inconsiderable tribulations. From this situation we learn
how much with detachments of this sort depends on the orders, and how
necessary it is not to leave the leader in doubt about one's own intentions.
The position of detached forces takes a particularly difficult shape
when the Headqluarters, as in the Russo-Japanese War, is forced to
locate the place of concentration of the army very far to the rear. Thus, the
pushing forward of a solitary portion of the army is only justified if there
is an absolutely definite object, as the defence of a strong point of support,
an important line of communication, or to prevent a landing. Tasks of a
general nature, such as obtaining touch with the enemy, observation and
the harassing of his advance, must remain in the domain of cavalry.
According to this, on the Russian side, the despatch of strong detachments to Liaotang and to the Ussuri territory for the defence of Port
Arthur and Vladivostock as necessary points of support for the fleet, was
absolutely imperative, but the despatch of the Eastern Detachment under
General Sasulitz to the Yalu was a strategical error. Its infeasibility is
.evident in the very instructions, which directed General Sasulitz to hinder
the Japanese advance to the Yalu and later in the Schanboschan
Mountains, but to refuse a pitched battle. It condemns the leader to
some extent to the unattractive nrle of procuring his own defeat, even
t hough he may see the possibility of victory. But even when the leader,
suppressing all personal ambition, strives earnestly to act according to
his chief's orders, it will in every case he difficult for him to form a sound
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judgment of when a fight may be undertaken and when it must be
broken off. The boundary line between delaying and decisive action is
very hard to draw and is easily overstepped even against the wish of the
leader. For the heavy reverse at the Yalu therefore General Sasulitz is
less to blame than the Russian Headquarters, which exposed their corps,
in a position 200 kilometres in front of their main army, to the attack of
superior Japanese forces. This kind of application of advanced corps
can be designated "strategical advanced position," which is as little
justified as the discredited " tactical advanced position."
Under otherwise normal conditions, operations of separate detachments
can be introduced when the barrier of the frontier defence is to be pierced
in order to obtain an insight into the enemy's dispositions, to hinder his
mobilization and advance, or to secure a local advantage. Such operations, which are often worked out in war games, contain in themselves
great dangers, especially if one has not got a start in preparedness so as
to be able to establish or utilize advantages that are won. But they can
be every bit as fateful, if they are only to cause embarrassment, as for
instance to satisfy public opinion. In this connection the opening move ot
the French in 1870 affords a warning example. Froissard was able to do
little against Pestel's detachment, but ran the danger at Spicheren of
being destroyed by the advancing corps of the Ist and 2nd German
Armies.
So too the pushing forward of Abel Douay's Division at
Weissenburg for the purpose of observation proved faulty.
Generally speaking the use of independent detachments in advance ot
the army at this stage of a war is not justified. The work of reconnaissance and observation is best left to the cavalry divisions, and the defence
of the frontier to fairly weak detachments of all arms. Thus the detachments of von Pestel and von Steubert in 1870 and Count Stolberg and
von Knobelsdorf in i866, did good service and not only held the enemy at
a distance but also deceived him as to the movements of their own army.
At the commencement of operations, detachments are best confined
only to those found most necessary, for they always weaken the main
body and may give the enemy a chance of a partial success.
In this connection the Russian conduct of the operations in 1904 affords
a warning example
The threat against Port Arthur induced the Russian
Commander-in-Chief to forsake his original plan of assembling the army
first of all at a distance from the enemy in order to subsequently crush him
with superior numbe-rs; he therefore started off for Port Arthur with the
forces he then had available.
For this march Stackelberg's Corps,
which had been sent ahead, should to some extent have served as
advanced guard. The task, which was given this corps, must consist
in an offensive movement energetically carried out, the success of which
was to be reaped by the army following behind. Only in this way could
one hope to obtain a success over the Japanese forces in the field, and
simultaneously to delay the investment of the fortress by acting in combination with the troops at Port Arthur. Instead of this General Stackelberg
received instructions which gave his undertaking the character of a
demonstration. "The corps under your Excellency's command is commissioned to advance in the direction of Port Arthur and draw to itself
as many as possible of the enemy's forces and in this way to weaken
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their army operating in the Kwantung Peninsula.
Therefore your
advance against the troops pushed forward northwards for purposes of
security must be quick and energetically carried through, so that these
latter may be defeated as early as possible, it being understood that they
prove to be weak. When you meet superior forces of the enemy the
fight must not be fought to a finish, and the whole of the reserves must
not be thrown into the fight so long as the circumstances are not completely clear."
It is not to be wondered at that General Stackelberg
with such an undefined task did not dare to act energetically when he
encountered Oku's army of approximately equal strength to his own, and
the opportunity was let slip of a victory which could turn the general
situation to the favour of the Russians.
So this "adventure," as
Stackelberg's Chief of the Staff strikingly terms it, shares the fate of
similar undertakings : the detached corps is beaten and thrown back on
the main army with many losses. By this the Russian Commander-inChief was impelled not only to relinquish his active intentions, but also
to withdraw the army again into its defensive position at Liaoyang. This
first success however encouraged the opponent to assume the offensive
which bestowed on him a lasting superiority over the Russians. The
one and only advantage, which the move on Port Arthur brought, was a
short delay to the investment of the fortress. The example also shows
what dangers befall the strategical advanced guard.
Quite different is the case when at the commencement of operations the
military situation of the opponent exposes weak points, of which use can
be made, and when there is the possibility of seizing some point of
importance for the course of the campaign, such as a bridgehead or
a pass. Then it may be of great importance to push forward a separate
portion of the army. Such a task was accomplished at the beginning of
the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 by General Gurko, when he was sent
with a mixed force of 12,000 to the Balkans after the Russian Army had
crossed the Danube, in order to lay hands on the important Shipka Pass
for the intended offensive movement of the army against Constantinople.
The surprising raid of Gurko's, which, utilizing energetically the unprepared position on the Turkish side, not only took the mountain pass but
also a considerable strip beyond it to the south, would have been able to
bring the Russians in the shortest time to the final objective of their
operations, if only the army had followed hard on the heels of this army
advanced guard. But the available forces were not brought along so
long as any threat on the flanks was possible, so that Gurko's success was
partially discounted by the gradually increasing superiority of the Turks.
However this undertaking favourably influenced the issue of this war,
and offers in its conduct a particularly typical example for a corps
detached with a similar task.
A separation of forces, leading to a detachment of single corps, may
also be justified if the advance against the enemy necessitates the passage
of a considerable obstacle, such as a great river, a mountain chain, an
arm of the sea, a swampy stretch of country, or one that is cut up by
canals or a line of forts. The forcing of the crossing and the necessity
of appearing on the far side of the obstacle with strong forces may
necessitate advancing on a broad front in several columns. In this case
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one counts upon one column opening the way for the others, or upon its
successfully deceiving the enemy as to the crossing place of the main
body. Such an operation becomes the more audacious and difficult in
proportion to the enemy's readiness for war. In this connection the
Prussian invasion of Bohemia in IS66 remains an example for all time.
The deployment of the 2nd Prussian Army from the mountains shows
especially how very much the separate columns in such a case must
depend upon themselves, so that they appear as if detached, and how
much the success or failure of one column influences the fate of the others.
Such an advance can also mislead the opponent into making detachments if he has not fully mobilized his main forces, or if he is thinking of
employing the latter in another direction.
The Austrian Commander-in-Chief found himself in such a situation.
Intending to effect the concentration of his army at Josephstadt and then
to advance against the army of Prince Frederic Charles, Benedek
pushed forward the 6th and roth Army Corps to Nachod and Trautenau,
with instructions to attack with all their energy the columns of the 2nd
Prussian Army as they emerged from the mountains. The course of the
operations however shows that strong detachments are not indicated in
such a situation. The victory of the loth Austrian Corps over the Ist
Prussians at Trautenau was amply compensated for by the defeat of the
6th Austrian Corps at Nachod and of the 8th Austrian Corps at Skalitz.
In such a situation the defender will have more prospects of success if he
keeps his forces concentrated, so as to defeat successively the portions of
the enemy's army as they debouch. One must, to be sure, in this case
act in such a way that the enemy can obtain no advantage from the
possession of the exterior line. The passage of the Balkans by the
Russians in 1877-78 teaches this. The united Turkish Army was waiting on the southern side of the mountain range for the Russian columns
under Skobeleff and Mirski, which were advancing separated. It did not
however succeed in defeating the Russian columns before they united.
The result on the contrary was that the Turkish force, superior to each
Russian column separately, was first of all tackled by one column, then surrounded by the others and finally forced to capitulate in the open country.
The passage of a river in view of the enemy, usually necessitates the use
of detachments, if only for the object of making a demonstration. Thus
the Russians at the passage of the Danube in 1877 acted in such a way
that, in order to screen the main crossirg which was to be effected west of
the Turkish Quadrilateral, they made the 14 th Army Corps cross the
river east of the Quadrilateral and occupy the Dobrudscha, whence General
von Zimmermann was to delay the operations of the Turks against the
Russian communications to the rear, and by assuming the offensive to
attract the attention of the Turks to himself. This detachment, which
was shortly reinforced by one division, fully achieved its object. It had
however subsequently the great disadvantage, that these Il- Army Corps
remained here idle during the campaign and were lost for the main
operations, so that the latter could not be carried through with the
desired rapidity. Though, at this crossing of the Danube, the dispersion
of the Turkish forces was to the advantage of the Russians, the more
ready opponent in the Austro-Italian Campaign of t866, managed to
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hinder the Italians at the forcing of the passage of the Po. Here
too a force under General Cialdini was detached against the lower line
of the Po, in order to deceive the enemy as to the offensive measures
to be undertaken. The intention however failed and led to the great
disadvantage that this force, five divisions strong, was paralyzed and did
not take part in the main decisive action.
The commencement of the campaign of S6 4 shows the successful forcing
of a great frontal obstacle. Here too the advance of the Allies against
the Danewerk and Schlei line was effected in several separate columns.
The force under Prince Frederic Charles operated on this occasion quite
independently, and by its crossing of the Schlei forced the Danes to
evacuate the Danewerk position without a fight. In the later course of this.
campaign, also, the Allied Headquarters sought to utilize detachments in
that it decided, on the advice of General von Moltke, to cross a force over
to Alsen for the support of the attack on the Duppel fortifications, and for
the preparation of a complete defeat of the main forces of the Danes
Separated objectives too may lead to a division of the forces, as taught
by the proceedings on the Armenian theatre of war in 1S77-78. The
Russians here operated in four columns, each of about 25,coo men,
against Batoum, Ardagan, Kars, and Bajaste. They were thus able to
act decisively nowhere, whilst a united offensive undertaken against the
Turkish Field Army would have promised a certain success, from which
the attainment of their secondary objectives would naturally have resulted.
The marches to the main decisive battle are carried out in the closest
concentration as a rule with the purpose of preparedness for action,
while utilizing fully the network of roads. This procedure is particularly
indicated if accurate information as to the enemy's situation is lacking.
One then has at least the intention of concentrating superior force at one
place. Napoleon owes his greatest successes (e.g. Jena) to obedience to.
this principle. When he acted contrary to it, as in the winter campaign
of I806-7 at Pultusk and Eylau, his attack lacked the power to annihilate.
A departure from this rule can however be occasioned by the difficult
nature of the country. Thus the corps of the 2nd German Army in
87o-071 during the advance on Orleans, and later on Le Mrans, were
kept apart through the peculiarity of the country and so resembled
detachments, so that a series of local engagements took the place of a
general decisive action.
This situation offers therefore a quantity or
examples for independent action by subordinate leaders.
During the advance of separated groups of an army from different directions it may be advisable to fit in a connecting link, in the manner that the
Japanese Headquarters during the advance on Liaoyang introduced as an
independent force the Takushan detachment, consisting of the loth and halt
the Guard Divisions, for the purpose of connecting the ist and 2nd Armies.
The protection of the flanks against neighbouring hostile forces or
against fortified places, can also lead to the use of detachments which
must act offensively or defensively according to the situation. But the
smaller the forces that are used to carry out this subsidiary task, the
better is it for the main operations. The conduct of the Japanese in 1904
offers a noteworthy example of this, since they only left one division
opposite Port Arthur after the capture of the Nan Shan position and
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marched off with all the remainder for the main decisive action. They
were justified in this boldness, as they could well hope in that strong
position to be able to maintain the investment of Port Arthur from the
land side until the troops told off for the siege had arrived. A similar
task fell to the Baden Division in 1870, which in the advance of the
3rd Army against the Upper Moselle was left as a protection against
Strasbourg and the French forces which had appeared in Upper Alsace.
The Italian Headquarters in 1866 fell into the error of making too
strong a detachment, when 3½ divisions were left opposite the weakly held
fortresses of Mantua and Peschiera during the advance across the Mincio
for the decisive battle. The lack of these forces was sorely felt at Custozza.
In the phase of the main decisive action mobile detachments are but
seldom found, since both sides act on the principle that one cannot be
sufficiently strong for the main decisive action.
Envelopment of the
enemy, which is so much sought after and so often decisive, is almost
always effected solely by outflanking in advancing on a broad front, or
by pushing up portions that have been held back, as shown by the
development of the battles at Worth and Sedan by the Germans. But
the defender will seldom so lay himself out on the operating table, that
he leaves the attacker time to make up his mind in advance where he has
to apply the knife. One must count on a mobile adversary, and will not
as a rule have such extensive information about him that an envelopment
can be reckoned on with any certainty when arranging the advance.
Thus, the German Headquarters on the I8th August, 1870, were only
able to make their arrangements for the envelopment, in accordance
with the reports coming in during the course of the day about the
position of the enemy's right wing, and the envelopment therefore could
only be brought about by a further drawing up of the portions of the
army that were in rear. In this case it may occur that one is completely
deceived as to the situation of the enemy's wing, and that the troops
allotted to the enveloping movement strike the enemy in front, like the
IX. Corps at Amanvilliers and the i6th Infantry Division at the Hallue.
In the latter case General von Manteuffel was thrown, by this error, from
an intended offensive into the defensive, and was only enabled to
overcome the strength of his opponent by a stubborn resistance.
In fact but few instances are to be found in modern military history,
where, as at Bautzen, detached forces have given the decisive blow in
the main battle by coming in on the enemy's flank. Even " marching to
the thunder of the guns," so beloved by the Germans, to which we owe a
portion of our successes, leads only in exceptional cases to a real envelopment. Thus at Spicheren the wide turning movement of the i 4 th
Division through Volklingen and Rossel on Forbach, did not have the
desired result, as it came too late and was not carried through sufficiently
energetically. Leaders of such detachments, especially if they are not kept
sufficiently informed as to the state of the main fight, allow themselves
only too easily to be intimidated and held up by the determined resistance of even weaker hostile forces. An exception to this is shown in the
action of General von Lestocq at Eylau, who held off the advance of Ney
by a detachment, and intervened with his corps in the main battle.
Only an extraordinary situation, such as led to the Battle of Vionville,
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offers one of the few historical examples where the battle arises from the
successive intervention of detached forces. But here too it appears that
the leaders of the detached corps, feeling their weakness, are inclined
rather to seek close touch with the troops already engaged than to
operate independently against the enemy's flanks.
In the above crisis the departure of a single portion of the army out of
the frame of the whole is always dangerous, as evidenced by the defeat of
Mortier's Corps before Austerlitz in iSoS, and especially so is the pushing
forward of part of the army for the purpose of a reconnaissance in force.
Such action involved the Austrians in 1859 in a partial defeat at Montibello
without their having cleared up the situation in the manner desired.
The writer then proceeds to deal with the use of detachments in the
pursuit, in the further advance into the enemy's country after the first
successful battles, and, in the case of the unsuccessful side, in retreat.
In conclusion he says: On the whole after this glance at recent
military history it may be said that mobile detachments have found a
place in all the stages of the conduct of war, but frequently, being
incorrectly applied, have proved disadvantageous.
Though there are
therefore only exceptional cases, when the despatch of independent
forces has proved advisable, yet in future in a European theatre of war
there will be still less opportunity for their use.
The characteristic of coming events of war will be the massing of large
numbers in a narrow space, which will be manifested not only in the
stage of the decisive battle, but even in that of the preliminary movements, since the constricted area and considerations of simultaneous
action compel this. The saying "Separate to march, unite to fight"
could only maintain its full meaning so long as the portions of an army
were smaller and more -mobile and had sufficient room. But in the
future the forward movement of a deployed army will present the
spectacle of a single, almost unbroken wave, rolling on the opponent.
The decision in the gigantic battle will ensue chiefly in a frontal struggle,
and will consist of a number of local successes wherein the pushing ot
forces into and behind the battle front will play a great rdle, as has
already been manifested in the decisive battles of the Russo-Japanese
War at Liaoyang and Mukden. With the great distances prevailing it
will be impossible to count, with certainty, upon the timely arrival ot
detached forces at the decisive place, even though in highly cultivated
countries the development of the network of railways is able to some
extent to compensate for the clumsiness of the movements of armies.
So it follows that with the modern utilization and composition of the
cavalry divisions, the latter in many cases may be able to replace mixed
bodies of troops, and be in a position to keep hostile detachments at a
distance from the decisive battlefield. But subsidiary successes, which
in former times could bring about a complete change in the military
situation, scarcely count any longer as compared to the decisive battles.
With the growth of army masses, therefore, the possibility and suitability of mobile detachments diminish. The subordinate leader will for
the most part act in close co-operation and will seldom find opportunity
for completely independent action.
E. G. \WAcE.
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REVIEW S.

EXPANDED

STEEL

FOR

REINFORCED

CONCRETE

CONSTRUCTION.
THE Expanded Metal Company, ot York Mansion, York Street,
Westminster, have produced a new pamphlet illustrating and describing
the materials manufactured by them.
This pamphlet contains tables giving full details of the various forms
of expanded steel both in the commonly known diamond mesh form and
also, in their latest products, rib mesh expanded steel and expanded
These tables give all the information
(p. 233 of pamphlet) steel bars.
necessary in ordering expanded steel in any form and the notes giving the
standard sizes of sheets are most valuable.
Some brief notes are given on the advantages of expanded steel in its
various forms as a reinforcement for concrete, combined with a short
specification for cement and aggregates with clear directions as to laying.
This pamphlet also contains tables of foundations and slabs, giving the
necessary thicknesses under various conditions of loading, illustrated
clearly and showing how the results are obtained. The calculations
throughout being based on the R.I.B.A. formulae and a low value
assigned to the resistance of concrete in compression, the thicknesses
given are well on the safe side.
There are many excellent illustrations showing the uses to which
expanded steel can be put in the shape of floors and roofs, domes, silos
and coal hoppers, water tanks, bridges--,i. I (p. 142)-reservoirs
(circular and rectangular), pipes, aqueducts and sewers. Also expanded
steel and concrete watertight canal beds (Fzg. 2).
A use which may be of considerable interest to R.E. officers is the use
of expanded metal in combination with concrete in coast defence works.
There can be no doubt that properly placed reinforcement must
materially assist concrete to withstand the disintegrating effects of
waves, and a reinforcing material such as expanded steel is eminently
suited to this purpose.
Expanded steel has also been used in the construction of many things
not usually made in concrete-even combined with steel, as examples
Fig. 3 (p. 225) shows a reinforced concrete barge constructed in Italy of
concrete reinforced with round bars and expanded metal. Fig. 4
(p. 230) shows railings and a figure on p. 228 some details of sleepers, all
constructed of concrete reinforced with expanded metal.
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EXPANDED STEEL & CONCRETE RAILINGS
FOR THE COMMISSIONERS OF IRISH LIGHTS
C.WScott Esq.. Dublin Chief Eneiner
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The information given in this pamphlet illustrates very clearly the
many uses to which reinforced concrete can be applied, and shows to
what a number of uses expanded steel can be utilized as a means of
reinforcement, and the book itself is strongly recommended to the notice
of all R.E. officers.
J.G.F.

DANCING

ON

SKATES.

By COLONEL H. V. KENT, R.E.-(R. Ward & Sons, Ward's Buildings,
High Bridge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Price is.).

In this little book Colonel Kent has recorded in print two things for
which officers who have served at Halifax will be grateful, first the
various figures of the Lancers as danced on skates, and secondly the style
of waltzing on ice in vogue in Canada. The booklet can easily be
carried in the pocket and should be invaluable to parties of skaters who
want to acquire the art of dancing the Lancers either on rollers or on the
ice. A sub-title is "A Plea for the Circular Waltz." The English style
of waltzing requires everyone on the rink to be practised waltzers, and
does not admit of full advantage being taken of the power of wide sweeping movements with little exertion conferred by skates. The Canadian
style is easier to learn and more enjoyable when learnt. Colonel Kent
will be a public benefactor if he secures its introduction in rinks at home.
The 20 diagrams illustrating the letterpress are on the right hand of each
page facing the verbal descriptions of the figures, making the book very
convenient to consult when learning the figures in the rink. All skaters
who want to dance may well expend a shilling on it.
A.M.H.
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RECENT PUBLICATIOANS OF MILITARY

INTEREST.

JANUARY, 1911.
(Published Qzuar-erly).
THE following extracts from the list compiled by the General Staff,
War Office, are published in the R.E. fournal
l by permission of the
Army Council.
PART II.
SECTIOA

I.

AERIAL NAVIGATION.
THE FLYING MACHINE (Plus lourd que I'air.

By Capt. Jules Raibaud.

178 pp.

Paris.

La Machine Volante).
3s. 2d.

A. Lahure.

This is a useful little book for anyone wishing to gain some elementary knowledge of
the theory and principles of aeroplanes. The opening chapter gives a very brief account
of the early experiments of Lilienthal, Ader, Wright and other pioneers. The author
then proceeds to explain the principles of the aeroplane, and in some 30 pages discusses
the reasons for the elevating and steering rudders, the " ailerons," and closed compartments of certain biplanes, and similar problems. This is the most valuable part of the
book, and the text is illustrated by diagrams. In Chapter III. the various existing types
of aeroplanes are explained. Another 40 pages are devoted to the actual theory of
heavier-than-air machines, but only a mathematical expert can follow the author. The
remainder of the book deals witli the employment of aeroplanes and the probable lines on
which they will be improved.

BOOKS OF REFERENCE.
THE JAPANESE ARMY IN 1910 (Die Japanische Armee im Jahre 1910).

Austrian translation from original Russian work by Lieut.-Colonel J.
Romanowski, by Colonel Pruszynski, Austrian Army. 97 pp., with
9 appendices and table of contents.
Karl Prochaska. 4s. 6d.

Svo.

Vienna, Teschen.

Leipzig,

The translator has previously published several useftil works concerning the Japanese
Army, and the w-riter was joint-author of Schwarz and lomanow-ski's well-known work
on the siege of Port Arthur. The different portions of the book deal with -I. Field
troops (higiler staffs, the various arils, technical troops, reserve formations); II. Armament and mlunitions of war; III. Training regulations; IV. Protection, miarches,
cantonmllents, defences.

Appendices deal with :(l). Number of divisions in armly.
(2). Cornstitution of a division.
(3). Data concerning artillery.
(4) to (9). Uniforms and distinctive marks.
The titles of all books are given in English ; this does not indicate that the books have
been translated. The original title in the language in whiclr a work is written, if not in Englisl,
is given in brackets.
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Some of tile data given concerning artillery differ fiom those supplied fiom official
sources, e.-., holse batteries are stated to consist of six instead of four guns. There are
some errors in the book. The distinctive badge of Staff College graduates is said to be
that of the General Staff. The divisional artillery is said to consist of three instead of six
batteries. The olganization of heavy artillery is erroneously described.
The distinctive flag of the second battalion of a regiment is given as that of the thild
battalion, that of the first as second, that of the thild as first. Engineers wear crimson
and not chocolate-coloured golget patches. The unit of three (two) batteries is translated
as division," the usual Austlian term.
Despite the few slips referred to the book forms a valuable workl of reference.

FORTIFICATION

AND

MILITARY

ENGINEERING.

WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE ITALIAN 'MILITARY ENGINEERS IN TIIE
LOCALITIES AFFECTED BY THE EARTHQUAKE OF DECEMBER, 1908 (L'Opera
Prestata dalle Truppe del Genio nelle regioni colpite dal terremoto
Dicembre, 1908).
By Lieut.-Colonel Nicoletti-Timari.
2 vols., one of
78 pp., one of photographs and diagrams. Svo. Rome, 1910. Voghera.
The Italian War Office despatched 34 companies of Engineers to the scene of the
earthquake in December, I gS.
These were eventually organized in four groups, with
9
headquarters at Reggio, Palmi, Bagnara and Messina respectively.
This book gives a vivid idea of the variety and extent of the work that these companies
were called upon to do. Not only had they to construct over 400 huts for the accommodation of the inhabitants, but to them also fell the duty of demolishing unsafe buildings,
repairing the roads and railways, re-establishing the telegraph and telephone systems and
constructing landing stages and jetties. The photograpls and diagrams give a clear idea
of the nature of the work done.
HISTORICAL.
TH.

II., III.

DEFENDERS OF SEVASTOPOL.

418 pp.

By General P. F. Rerberg.

Profusely illustrated.
Golke & Vilborg.

Oblong 8vo.

Vols. I.,

St. Petersburg,

1933, 1904, 1907.
In 1901, General Rerberg of tle Inpel-ial Russian Engineers, a veteran of the
Crimean War, announced his intention of compiling a representative collection of
portraits of officers and men of all ranks who took part in the defence of Sevastopol.
The collection is now completed and is dedicated to the defenders of Sevastopol. The
three albums contain altogether 1,332 poitraits, accompanied in niost cases by a short
biography of tile individual; a number of these poltraits date fiom the period of the
Crimlean War.

The collection includes photographs of Sevastopol taken at the time of the Siege, and
some interesting gloups taken in 1905 of vetelan survivors of the campaign.
General Rebllerg has forwarded a presentation copy of his work to the Imperial
General Staff.

TIE SPANIARDS IN MOROCCO, 1909 (Les Espagnols au Maroc en 1909).
By General de Torcy. 279 pp., with I map, 5 sketches. 8vo. Paris,
I91o. Berger-Levrault.
4s. 2d.
General de Torcy acted as chief of the staff to the French expeditionary force in
Madagascar, and much of his brilliant military career has been passed in Algeria: the
distinguished record of the author thus lends great weight to his conmments on the Spanish
Campaign at Melilla in 1909.
The book is divided into three parts. In the first is traced the history of the Spanish
Noith Africa possessions: the second part deals with the operations, which are clearly
and instructively described. Thle third part is reserved for the comments of the author.
In the third part which constitutes a miniature handbook of warfare in North Afi-ica,
stress is laid on tle value of the doctrines originally laid down by General lBugeaud and
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subsequently developed by his successors in Algeria.
These doctrines had not been
followed by the Spanish commaniders, who consequently clung to the old methods of lines
of small entrenched posts and did not realize the fatal effects of undue delay and hesitation
in operations of this nature.
General de Torcy speaks in terms of admiration of the gallantry, discipline and power
of endurance of the Spanish troops, but considers them to be rather lacking in dash and
elasticity, while their system of military training leaves a good deal to be desired.

RECOLLECTIONS

Martinov.

Svo.

OF

TIIE

RUSSO-JAPANESE

402 pp.

Maps.

WAR.

By Colonel

Plotsk Government Press,

E. I.
19go.

5s. 3d.
Colonel Martinov was appointed to the I43rd Zaraiski IRegiment on the outbreak of
the war, and commanded it tlhroughout the operations of 1904. In this book he relates
at length the part played by the Zaraiski Regiment in the great actions, and in the
various minor operations of the campaign. The book throws a very interesting sidelight
on the interior ecornomy of a Russian unit in the field. 'lle Zaraiski Regilment had,
apparently, a considerable regimental fund.
The foresight of the commianding officer
added to the regimental transport by local purchase. furnished the mnen witll garments of
Chinese linen for the sulmmer, and with fur-lined jackets for the winter, with extra boots,
and with a cobbler's depot in Mukden for their repair. When the divisional intendance
reduced the meat ration, the Zaraiski Regimrent made up the deficiency fromr their own
store beasts ; and when the divisional general shiowed a weakniess for utilizing too often
the mounted section of regims-ntal scouts on detached duty, Colonel Martinov solved the
difficulty by formring a duplicate scout section for his own use. The field kitchens were
always on the spot whlen needed, and when the situation did not admrit of their being sent
up to the front line, the mren received their cooked rations in haversacks. Any lull in the
fighting was takeln advantage of to issue a mlleal, or to ordler the mnell to sleep, and finally
when the regiment went into winter quarters on anl entrenched position they built them.
s-lves baths and a laundry. Such details scattered throughout tire book, in spite of its
modlest tone, reveal the fact that the Zaraiski Regirment was fortunate in its commlansding
officer, whomi it lost when he was appointed chief staff officer to the IIIrd Siberian Army
Corps.
The book is interesting, and is written in simlple style ann in very easy Russian. The
studelnt of this language will find it valuable for the introduction it gives to miiilitary life,
and also for the many miilitary terms which it contains. The print is very good and the
sketch rmaps are clear.

HAVELOCK's MARcn oN CAWNPORE, 1857; A CIVILIAN'S NOTES.
By J. W.
Sherer, c.s.l.
367 pp., with I portrait. i2mo. London, go19. is.
Anr entertaining little book, in swhich interesting sidelights are thrown upon solme of the
events of the great rebellion.
RUSSIAN

OFFICIAL

HISTORY

OF

Part I. (Guerre Russo-Japonaise

major-gdenral de l'armee russe).
1910.

Chapelot.

THE

90o4-

VAR.
Vol. I..
Historique redige a l'etat-

RUSSO-JAPANESE

g90o.

665 pp., with 2 maps.

Svo.

Paris,

12s. iod.

The French edition is as nearly as possible a translation in exlenso froml the original
Russian. The work is being carried out by 20 officers, principally officers of the staff,
unlder the superintendence of the lleadqumarter Staff.
Vol. I., Part I., contains five chapters, i.e., half of Vol. I. of the Russian original.
Tlhe five chapters treat of:I.-Events prior to the outbrleak of war.
Chapter
Chapter II.-The theatre of operations.
Chapter III.-The Russian strategic deploymlrent and plan of camrpaign.
Chapter IV.--Reinforcerment of the Russian troops.
Chapter V.-Tlle Japanese Army.
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The account of the events prior to the war seems on the whole fair, The leader is
struck by the contrast between the filtue combatants-in Japan a Government urged by
the people and the Press to war-in Russia the people indifferent and a Government
hopeful of gaining its ends by diplomacy, though urged as early as October, 1903, by the
man on the spot, the Viceroy in the Far East, to mobilize in Siberia. Admiral Alexyeev
understood that no arrangement compatille with the dignity of Russia would satisfy
Japan, and the Russian Military Attache sent freqlent warnings to St. Petersburg of the
activity at the Japanese Ministry of \Var.
Yet when the rupture came Russia, whose Foreign Office had striven to the last for
peace, was unprepared. Diplomacy, gambling on the possibility of peace had neglected
to provide for the eventuality of war, and the army was left to fight without allies. Great
13iitain, Germany and China, whose attitude was of primary importance were either semihostile or held aloof and the rear in Europe, the right flank and even, to a certain extent,
the rear in Manchuria gave cause for anxiety. On the other hand Japan had won, if not
the active alliance, at all events the moral support and sympathy of Great Britain and
Amelica, the two Powers with the strongest fleets and the longest purses.
Pages 107 to 198 of Chapter II. are devoted to a minute tdescription of the theatre of war.
The remainder of the chapter contains an interesting criticism of the gaps in the
Russian intelligence concerning the army and resources of their filture enemy and of the
probable theatres of war. Military Attaches at Tokio complained of the difficulty of
obtaining information in Japan. Compared to the people of western nations, the
Japanese were extraordinarily secretive, secret agents were unobtainable, there was no
military Press and the translation of the few documents that came to liand offeled
exceptional difficulty. Russia remained to the end without pr-ecise information regarding
the strength of the Japanese filst line troops, the organization of the reserves and the
wonderful m/zoal of the army. It is a common Russian fault to keep secret matters
which sholuld be communicated to a la-rg number of officers. Hence though much
information had been collected about Manchuria, its publication had been delayed and
conditions in the Far East brought many surprises for the bulk of the troops called upon
to serve there.
Chapter III. contains a summary of the valions plans which were drawn tp lor a
campaign against Japan frolim 89S to 1903, in which years conditions in the Far East
were constantly changing owing to lhe rapid growth of the naval and military power of
Japan, the steady but slower increase of the RlIssian forces and the improvement of
communications in Manchuria.
Pages 320-328 set forth the main lines of the scheme drawn up by the Viceroy's staff
in the autumn of 1903 and some interesting remarks thereon by General Kuropatkin,
then Minister of \Var. Admiral Alexyeev's appreciation of the situation was optimistic.
lie assulmed that Russia would retain the commtand of the sea and that the Japanese
Army would be unable to land N. or W. of Chinampo. Kuropatkin considered that the
Japanese would probably try to capture Polt Arthur and would then await the asslumiption
of the offensive by the Russians on the line Gensan-Pingyang.
IIe foresaw that the
Russian forces would be in an inferiority in Manchuria for the first six months after the
outbreak of war and that the Liao-tung Peninsula would be isolated from perhaps
the second month. lie advocated the reinforcemtent of the garrison of Port Arthur
and the bold employment of the field armly which should endeavour to tire out the
Japanese by means of its overwhelming for-c of cavalry and by frequent resort to operations by night. On the other hand he emphasizes the inecessity of avoiding encouragement to the Japanese by partial successes at the outset of the campaign.
Pages 3 2S--331 give the origin of the initial distrlibution of the Russian fleet. The
object of the main squadron, which was based on Port Arthur was to prevent a Japanese
landing on the coast of the Liao-tung Peninsula, that of the Vladivostok detachment was
to raid the enemy's rear and the weally fortified ports of the Japanese coast and to act as
commtnerce destloyels.

On the 15th Febrluary, Kuropatkin in a note to the Emperor (pp. 360-362) sketched
the plobable course of the war, laying particular stless on the necessity for caution pending
the concentration of sufficient force and the need for light railways. On the following
day he was selected by the Emperor as Commander-in-Chief in the field from a list of
o1officers which he had himself drawn up on the 9 th February.
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Chapter IV. gives some idea of the difficulties under which the Russian administration
laboured when it at length understood that war was inevitable. On page 462 and
subsequent pages will be found a detailed statement of the strength and distribution of the
Iussian troops in the Far East at the outbreak of the war.
Chapter V. starts with a short account of the growth of the mlilitary power of Japan
from the year 1871 and of the organization of the armly in 1903.
Iage 535 and the following pages, which contain a candid and searching analysis of the
Russian intelligence of Japan prior to the war, will probably be found the Ilost interesting
in the volume.
Principally owing to the impossibility of obtaining precise information of the reserve
formations, the Russian estimate of the available strength of the Japanese Army fell far
short of reality. The official handbook considered 320,000 to be the highest number that
could be mobilized and the mlostliberal estimate in the reports amounted to 634,000. In
the war itself, the Japanese mobilized and employed , I85,ooo men.
The failure, however, to estimate adequately the numerical strength of the Japanese
forces was of trifling importance, compared with the inability to appreciate their training,
endurance, patriotism and moral. The attaches at Tokio previous to 19oo reported
the astonishing progress of the army, but in that year Lieut.-Colonel Vannovski swas
appointed Russian representative.
T'he new attach6's first report contained the opinion that "decades, perhaps centuries"
must elapse before the Japanese Army would be able to fight on equal terms with the
feeblest of Europeal I'owers. A note on this report by the Minister of War (Kuropatkin)
complilmented the author on his co rimmon sense and on the absence in his report of evidence
VWhether
of the fascination exercised by the Japanese Armly upon former Irnilitary attachis.
Vannovski saw Kuropatkin's note or not is unknown, but hisreports continued in the
salme strain and his preconceived opinions affected the judgment of the Riussian observers
Apart frolm animadvelsions on the
who attended the Japanese manceuvres in 19go.
pool quality of the horses and the lniserable horsemianslhip of the illounted troops, their
reports dw-elt on the "feebleness of the tacticil training," the absence of bayonet attacks,
the distaste for operations by night, the disregard of cover, the want of proper Imeasures
of protection, the lavish expenditure of ammunition, the absenlce of all directing criticisnl
at mIanoeuvres, the want of discipline, the inability to * ithstand extreme cold, the ignorance
of the military arts and the conceit of the officers. It was stated that the Japanese were
a nation " witliout a future," and that their arlly was an " arrmy of babies."
General Jilinski, Q.M.-General at Army Headquarters-a position corresponding to
that of our Director of Military Operations-somewhat discounted these reports but still
even he stated that " there can be nlo doubt that the Japanese Arlmy cannot possibly be
compared to the chief European armies and especially to the Russian."
In September, 1902, Vanllovski was replaced by Lieut.-Colonel Sarmoilov, wlio took a
more favourable view. Kuropatkin's ilmpressions of the army gathered during his visit to
Japan in 1903 will be found on pp. 584-585. lIe comllmenlted on the absence of
religious sentilmlent in the country as a weakening factor.
'p. 594-603 contain nothing new, but set forth clearly and forcibly the disadvantages
under whlicll the Russians laboured at the outset of the war as cotlmpared with their
opponents.

THE STORY OF TilE FRANCO-PRUSSIAxN \VAR, 1S70-7 I . Part II. Metz to
Sedan. By Lieut.-Colonel H. MI. E. Brunker.
70 pp., with map. Svo.
London, 1910. Forster, Groom & Co. 3s. 6d.
'This book lias been written to assist officers in reading for the Special Camrpaign
papers in the promotion examinations to be held next year, and for the entrance examination to the Regular Armry in October, 1913, and March, 1914.
Tlle information it gives is put in a concise form.

NAPOLEON'S

EUROPEAN

CAMPAIGNS,

By Capt. F. W\. 0.
169 pp., 23 maps and plans.
Ss. nett.

1796-ISI5.

Maycock, D.s.o., The Suffolk Regiment.
Svo. London, g19o. Gale& Polden, Ltd.

This book gives in a concise form an outline of tihe European
Napoleon himlself took a leading part.

campaigns in which
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It is clearly illustrated by rough sketch maps of the principal battles, and should prove
of service to officers who wish to obtain an idea of the sequence of military events in those
days as a preliminary to more detailed study.

ORGANIZATION

AND

ADMINISTRATION.

NAPOLEON AS AX ORGANIZER (Der Feldherr Napoleon als Organisator).

By Lieut. H. Giehrl.

177 pp.

8vo.

Berlin, 1911.

Mittler.

4s.

Under this heading the author describes the manner in which Napoleon carried out his
office work both in peace and in war, his method of issuing ordels in the field, the various
means he adopted for obtaining information, the importance he attached to laps and mapmaking, and the measules he took to constluct public roads (chaussees) and canals.
The author makes a few comlments in the last chapter, and shows how Napoleon's
methods must necessarily be modified to suit modern conditions.
The Appendix gives a plan of Napoleon's office and an illustration of the signalling
apparatus in vogue in 1795.

ARMY ORGANIZATIOX AND ADMINISTRATION.

D.S.o., R.E.

300 pp. 8vo.

By Capt. H. L. Pritchard,

Maps and diagrams.

Londdn, 1910.

Clowes.

IOS.

This is not an account or a criticism of any existing system of army organization and
administration, but a study of an imaginary system devised by the author.
Starting with the axioms that " the germ of every section of war organization must exist
in peace, pleparing for war and ready to expand ": that " on the outbreak of hostilities
there must be no handing over of duties froim one department to another, no creation of
new branches entirely non-existent in peace ': and that "an army is created and maintained for war "; he divides his study into Part i., War, and l'art ii., Peace; and in
Part iii. examines the application of the principles he advocates to the armies of the
British Empire and to the South African War, the defence of India, and small expeditions.
The style is somewhat dogmatic and there is little argument ; for instance he says
"when we examine Napoleon's methods we find him dealing direct with several men
besides Ielrthier . . . " "The Commander-in-Chief, therefore, divides his headquarter staff work between five principal officers-of whom the Chief of Staff is one."
In many cases, however, no reasons whatever are given for the proposed arrangement
of work.
Roughly his system, compared with the existing British one, to which, however, he
does not allude, would hand mobilization and organization from the Adjultant-General to
the General Staff. A Department of Communications would take the place of the
Quartermaster-General's and deal with transpolt movements, and " correspondence " : by
which the author means post, telegraphs, signalling and kindred matters. The supply
duties of the Quartermaster-General would be handed over to the Master-Genelal of the
Ordnance, re-named the Director-General of Supply and Material.
Tlle InspectorGeneral would become Commander-in-Chief, which office would be revived and combined
with that of Minister of War : "It has been showvn that command cannot be divorced from
administration and financial responsibility"; and "Inspection cannot be divorced froin
responsibility and power to remedy defects."
" To put the matter in a nutshell: if a nation wishes to fight other nations, it must
have an efficient army and to possess this it must have that army entilely controlled by
the best soldier (tlie author does not define the qualities required to gain the right to this
absolute superlative), who has a seat in the Cabinet and is War Minister to the Gosernment. If on the other hand a nation is more frightened of its own army than those of
foreign Powers, then it will wish to reduce it to inefficiency by refusing money for the
army's upleep, and by appointing a civilian amateur to contiol it, at the same time
making things more difficult for the civilian by placing alongside him a Comnmanlde -inChief in an anomalous, undefined position without anly real power,." The author (deals
with the party and financial objections to having a permanent military War Minister by
the argument that " the holder of the puise-striings holds the army . . . as long as
Paliamient controls the purse, it controls the army. '
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POLITICAL.
PEACE OR WAR EAST OF BAIKAL ?

and numerous illustrations.

Svo.

By E. J. Harrison. 545 PP., 3 maps
Yokohama. Kelly & Walsh, Ltd.

2IS.
The author, a journalist who has resided many years in Japan, has given a singularly
impartial account of the conditions in the Far East consequent on the Iusso-Japanese
War, and the recent Agreemlents and Conventions affecting the political situation in that
part of the world.
The question asked in the title is answered in the first chapter, where the writer gives it
as his opinion that peace is likely to last for a decade at least, but that the final struggle
for hegemony is inevitable. .According to him Japan has no intention of provoking a
conflict. On p. 14 he says:"I

cannot share the Russian belief that these preparations for war in Korea and
Manchuria necessalily imply a resolve to force a conflict upon Russia on some
entirely frivolous pretext. Japan on her side has an equal light to as,ert that tile
construction of the Amur railway is but preliminary to a war of revenge on the
part of Russia against Japan."

The subjects dealt with in the books are:Chapters 11. and III.-The Russian advance eastwards and the events leading up to
it, the net result of which is that " a second Russian armed fiontier in the remote east of
Sibelia fiom Baikal to the Pacific Ocean, in spite of the economic weakness of that
country, has become an inevitable necessity."
Chliptt
ls
IV. to IY.-East Siberia and a voyage down the Amur river. Vladivostok,
the writer says, has improved beyond recognition since the war. It suggests a "live"
city more than any other port in the Far East ; but, (luoting the opinion of Mr. Panoff, a
Vladivostok journalist with a lifelong experience of the Far East, lie points out the
precarious position in which that city would find itself, should the network of railways
now being constructed by Japan be completed before the Amur railway.
IIe adds that
the Amur railway alone will be insufficient to guarantee Russia against attack.
A
Japanese advance from Kiirin, a town swhich will soon be connected by rail with Ch'angclh'un on the west, ard with the Korean polt of Chong-jin on the east, in conjunction
mith a descent upon tie Maritime Province, would squeeze Vladivostok in a vice. A
fleet strong enough to resist attack fiomi the sea is therefore a vital necessity.
Chapiers X. to .XIV.
deal with Russia in North lManchuria.
Chaipters XIV. to XV']11. with Japan in South Manchuria. The writer considers that
the enormltous vested interests that Japan is building up in Dairen (Dalny) will make it
impossible for China to bluy her out at the expiration of the lease.
171 Chapler X. VII.
is discussed the Knox proposal of January, 1910, to neutralize the
Manclhurian railways. This seemls to have left a bad impression on the public minid in
Japan. ITe slows that with a growing population expansion has become a necessity for
her, and that, like every other Power, she will expand along the line of least resistance,
i.e., Korea and Manchuria. Aimerica has always closed her doors to Japanese immligration on the Pacific Coast, and it is not surprising that a proposal fromi this quarter, which
would have tile effect of placing her inflia-nce in Manchuiria on an equal footing with that
of any of the six Powers, should Ihave excited bitter feelings in Japan.
Cha,pters XIX. to XXI.-The Japanese in Korea. Railway projects in Korea are
clearly describedl: the follonwing mae likely to be comlmenced at an early date:(1).

Mokpo to Koang-ju, in south-west Korea, ultilmately to be linked up with the
Seoul-Fusan line at Taiden.
(2). Seoul to Gensan. Chong-jin, on the north-east coast, to Iloiryong; thence to be
connected with Ch'ang-ch'un by the Kirin-Ch'ang-ch'un railway, now- under
construction, thus constituting a third line of advance fromi the sea into the
centre of Manchuria.
Texts of recent Treaties, Agreements, and Conventions relating to the Far East are
given in appendices.
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There is a good map of Korea and Manchuria. In the lailway map of the Far East
the portion showing railways in China is misleading.
Railways are shown as conmpleted from Tsi-nan Fu and Kiao-chow to Iti-chan Fu (Yi-chou
E u ?).
This is
incorrect. That fiomo Kiao-clhow to Yi-chou Fu is projected only, while that fiomn
Tsi-nan Fu to Vi-chou Fu is a poltion of the Tientsin-Pu K'ou railway, which is nonw
under construction.
STUDIES OF INDIAN LIFE AND SENTI.MENT.
360 pp., with map and index.

K.c.s.I., C.I.E.

Murray.

By Sir Bampfylde Fuller,
Svo. London, 1910. John

6s.

Sir Bampfylde Fuller's work is one which should be read by all who take an interest
in and ale willing to try and understand the real India. Almost every phase of Indian
life is touched upon; Indian problems are discussed and explained in a manner which
cannot fail to be understood even by those who have not had the opportunity of visiting
the country; whilst, at the same time, the wealth of detail and accurate descliption
contained within the covers of the book, are never iedundant. The great lesson which
Sir B1ampfylde seems to convey in this w ork is that India is not a country inhabited by a
nation, homogeneous, compact and self-contained, but a vast sub-continent wherein
dwell multitudes of races, differing from each other in every way that it is feasible for
human beings to vary from each other. This book possesses the rare merit of accuracy.
The reader cannot fail to be impressed with the feeling that lie has presented before him
the results of a wide experience, close observation and deep study.

STRATEGICAL AND TACTICAL.
CANADA AND CANADIAN DEFENCE.

c.B. 186 pp., including index.
Rees. 6s.

By Major-General C. WV. Robinson,

3 maps.

8vo.

London, 1910o.

Hugh

General Robinson's able book will perform good service if it tends to the diffusion
throughout the lEmpire of reasoned information about one of its most important components. One of the principal factors making for closer union of our world-wide
Empire is the spread of knowledge of and added interest in the aims, hopes and
aspirations of its several parts.
In a series of addresses during his visit to Canada in
the fall of 19o8, Lord Milner pointed out how inadequate human imagination was to
enable the separated parts of the Empire to feel acutely the more immediate needs of
each other. If there were more books of the nature of Canada alnd Canadian
Defence this inadequacy would be lessened, and it would not then be Utopian to hope
for a common public opinion upon one at least of our joint problems-the military needs
of the Empire.
Unthinkable as is war with the United States, General Robinson points out that
Canada must pay a proper regard to the fact that for practically 4,000 miles her fi-ontier
lmaches with that of a powerful nation. HIis views upon the present needs for the
protection of that frontier are based upon the lessons of the war of 1812-14, and he
brings in support the opinion of the Duke of Wellington, an opinion which he rightly
avers is not greatly affected by the scientific and military advance of loo years. The
outlines of the campaign referred to are set forth in brief and lucid form, lessons are
deduced therefrom, and the changes since 1814 affecting these deductions are all carefully
considered in the work. In the consideration of these changes and the manner in which
they affect Canada's position to-day, imuch useful information regarding canal and railway
construction and general progress in the Dominion is given in enlightening form.
lThe book contains three useful maps illustrating the events of the war of 1812-14
and the character of a most important part of the Canadian fiontier; while
Appendix III. contains useful information regarding the harbours and ports of the great
Dominion.
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MANXEUVRES

Becker.

PRIOR

By Capt.

TO GREAT BATTLIS (Vers la Bataille).

138 pp., with 15 maps. Svo.

Paris. Berger-Levrault.

6s. 3d.

Although this book contains no original ideas, it is a good sumnimary of the present
French ideas on strategy. After a lengthy preface, in which the necessity of thorough
national preparation for war is insisted on, the author discusses such subjects as the
strategical plan, 6Zleof cavalry, operations of a covering force, strategical advanced
guard, concentration, etc. He deals mainly with the plobable actions of a FrancoGerman war, and gives numerous examples from military history, although, like many
other writers, lie is apt to strain facts.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION.
MILITARY

LAW.

Forster Groom.

By Major T.

King.

72 pp.

Svo.

London,

1910.

2s. 6d.

This is a book of questions and answers on military law, arranged to assist officers in
working up the subject for examinations.

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL.
MAP

TO

REFERENCES.

ILLUSTRATE

TIIE

INDIAN

MUTINY,

Forster Groom.

London, I910.

1857,

WITiH

NOTES

AND

2s. 6d.

This publication is one of the "Whitehall Series of Military Maps," specially produced for Military Iistory Examinations. It consists of a folding map of India, showing
the communications and garrisons as they were in I857, with an inset showing the
Three pages of notes on the Mutiny, giving a general
present Indian railway systems.
)Z:s,tlc" of the whole situation, are attached to the inside of the cover. The notes
include a few observations on the lessons to be drawn from the operations. Smlall flags
to assist the student to mark the dispositions of the forces during the campaign are
contained in an envelope enclosed with the map.

The wolk will be of assistance to the student of Military lIistory.

CORRESPO.NDEiVCE.

BRIDGING

AT

HARTY

FERRY.

SIR,

Since writing the notes on the above, which appeared in the February
number of the ourzl-al, I have learned that the method of placing a
number of trestles simultaneously in bridge, devised at Harty by Capt.
Sankey, R.E., to suit the local conditions, had already been tried in
Ireland at Athy by the i7th Company, R.E., earlier in the same month.
In this case the method was thought of and marked out by Lieut.-Colonel
J. A. Tulloch, R.E., and Lieut. E. B. Fox, R.E., with successful results.

Chlatham, 14. 2. II.

The Editor, IR.E. Jounal.

I am, Sir, etc.,
J. C. lMATHESON,
Major,i
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AD VER TISE JIENTS.

W. & J. MACKAY & CO.,
I.'TD.,

CHATHAM,
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

The R.E. Institute Publications.

PRICE

LIST

ON

APPIICATION.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

R.E. INSTITUTE.
REINFORCED CONCRETE, by Captain J. G. FLEMING, R.E.
2S. 6d., post free.

ELEMENTARY

NOTES

ON

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
6d., post free.
ABBREVIATED NOTES ON MILITARY ENGINEERING.
6d., post free.
HISTORY OF SUBMARINE MINING IN THE BRITISH
ARMY, by Lieut.-Colonel W. BAKER BROWN, R.E.

6s., post free.

The above prices apply to Members and Associate Members of the R.E. Institute,
and to Warrant, Non-Commissioned Officers and Sappers of the Corps only.
Others requiring these Publications should apply to the Agents-Messrs. W. 8 J.
MACKAY 8' CO., L!d., CHATHAM.

A D VERTISE.JENTS.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS OF THE
ROYAL ENGINEERS.
FOURTH

PAPER

I.

,

II.

SER1ES.-VOL.

I.,

CORPS

OF

1905.

Simple Tunnel Work on the Mari-Attock Railway, Panjab, by
....................................
Capt. H. E. C. Cowie, D.S.O., lI.E
Long Span Bridges, by Max am IClde, M. INST. C.E.

...............

s.
Is. 6d.

,, II.

Recent Works in the N.W. Frontier Province, India (Fortified
Posts, Roads, Bridges, Civil Buildings), by Bt.-Col. G. K.
3s. 6d.
.......... .....................................................
,
.
Scott-Moncrief

, IV.

Armoured Trains, by Capt. H. 0. Mance, D.S.O., R.E............

3s. 6d.

,, V.

Reinforced Concrete, by Lt.-Col. J. Winn, late R.E ...............

2s. 6d.

VI.

Fortress Warfare, by Capt. Moritz Ritter von Brunier. 9th
edition of the work originally written by Field Marshal von
Brunner. Translated byCapt. C. Otley Place, D.s.o., R.E .......

3s.6d.

,,

Fortresses and Military Engineering in Recent Literature.
No. 43 of the "'Mitteilungen des Ingenieur-Komitees." Translated by Capt. F. A. I:uzzard, R.F.A ............................... 5s.

,VII.

VOL. II., 1908.
PAPER

I.

,, II.

,,

III.

, IV.

,,

V.

The Theory of Arched Masonry Dams, by Capt. A. ff. Garrett,
................... Is. 6d.
..........
......
..............
........
R.E
Report on Mechanical Road Transport for India, by Capt.
...................
E. N . M anley, R.E......................................

s.

The Khushalgarh Bridge, by Capt. H. E. C. Cowie, D.s.O.,
....... .............. ........ 2s. 6d.
............
R.E. .....
The Engineer Troops in the Campaign of Melilla, by Gen.
Translated by Lt.-Col. G. M. W.
Don Jos6 Marva.
......................
Macdonogh, p.s.c., R.E .....................

3s. 6d.

Works Economics, by Brig.-General G. K. Scott-loncrieff,
C.B., C . ., R . .................................... ... ....................

2s.

The price of separate Papers as above, in paper wrappers, is lnet.
They may be obtained from Messrs. W. & J. MACKAY & Co., LTD., Clathaml,
from iny Bookseller.

or

4 D l'/'R TI SEAIENTS.

THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL
ARTILLERY.
THIS Journal, which was formerly known as the ' Proceedings" of the
R.A. Institution contains articles and information on Artillery matters,
some highly technical and some general. Articles on general Military
topics also appear.
In the Translations and Prdcis, which are an important feature, an attempt
is made to keep up with the progress of Artillery on the Continent.
All members of the Royal Artillery Institution receive the Journal.
Any officer serving in the Navy, Army, Special Reserve, Territorial
Force, and Colonial Permanent Forces can receive this Journal
post free on application to the Secretary, R.A. Institution, at an
annual subscription of 20s.

WOOLWICH: ROYAL ARTILLERY INSTITUTION
Single Copies, price 2s. 6d each, postage extra

Sole Advertisement

Contractor, C. Gilbert-Wood, Dacre House and Granville House,
Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

Telegrams: "GILBERWOOD, LONDON.'

Telephone: 4680 Gerrard

--

Royal United Service Institution,
WHITEHALL,

S.W,

Contains tile best professional I.ibrary in the United lingdom;
an excellent collection of Maps
and Charts; Reading and Sloking Roomls provided with the leading papers, periodicals, and
writing materials; a Museunl of Naval and Military relics and trophies; and a Theatre in which
lectulres tipon professional subjects, followed )y discussions, ale frequently given.

TERMS
ANNUAL MEMBERS, £
LIFE MEMBERS

OF
1

MEMBERSHIP.

0 on entrance, £1
£15

1
0

0 annually.
0

Officers whose names appear il the Official Nav y and Army Lists become Ilelbers on payment
of the above fees, and applications for membership, giving ranlk, qualification, and address, should he
made to the Secretary.
"THE JOURNAL

OF

THE

ROYAL

UNITED

SERVICE

INSTITUTION."

This valuable "Journal" is published monthly, and is sent post free to all Members of the
Institution; it is also sent regularly each month to all Naval and Mlilitary Attaches, and the
principal F,leign Embassies and Legations in London; it is also in the hands of and extensively
read by Officers in nearly evelry Army in the WVorld, as well as Officers of our Colonial Forces.
" he R.U.S.I. Journal" is the Official Organ of the above Institution ; itcontans the Lectures
given in the Theatre, Articles on Professional Subjects, important Naval and Military Notes, also
fullest particulars of Naval and lilitary Inventions, Notices of Books, etc.
The Circulation is more than double that of any Service Publication in existence; it has the
largest circulation in India, the Colonies, and also on the Continent of any Service Publication
published in the English langnage; it is widely read, and of great Official importance in most
Foreign Countries

A D VERT71SEME/ENA'S.
FOR TIlE ICE OR ROLI.EIS.

LINE.

"ANCHOR"

Passenger and Cargo
Services.

Dancing on Skates.

LIVERPOOI. to BOMBAY & KARACHI
(vii Bombay). Fortnightly.

With some Notes ol Valtzingon Skatesin Rinks.

How to Skate the Lancers.
A Plea for the Circular Waltz.

LIVERPOOL to CALCUTTA. Fortnightly.
All Vessels call at Egyptian PortS.
Large New Steamers. Splendid Accommodation
for Passengers. Electric Light and Fans.
Excellent Cuisine. Every Comfort.
Moderate Fares, both Single and Return.

I.

COLONEI

BY
V. KENT. R,E,

Price I/Published by WARD & Soxs, High Bridge,
Newcastle.

LINE (IIenderson
Apply--"ANCHOR'
Brothers, I.td.. Liverpool, London, Glasgow,&c.

SCHOOL,

THE ARMY

HOLYPORT (BERKS).
(Approved by the Army Council).

Head Master: E. G. A. BECKWITH, M.A. Oxon.
(Late E-hibitiosnerof Wl'inchester and Mlagdalen College).

"A small public school in which boys from the age of twelve are prepared for the
Army. The school buildings include a chapel, large dining hall, swimming bath,
gymnasium, chemical and physical laboratories, b sides 30 acres of playing ground."

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Large percentage of Masters to Boys (on a basis of I to 7). Masters are required
Particular attention
to ttacl those subjects alone in which they have specialized
paid to Mathiematics, Languages, and Science
SUCCESSES, 1909-1910.
Woolwich.
G. I. S. Smith.

C. II. Newton.

1

G. C. Kemp.

I

. G. Cameron.

Sandhurst.
I D. R. Turnbull.
N. E. 11. Sim.
F. G. Wheler.
J. G. Johnstone.
C. F. L. Stesens.
J. 1. Stubbs.
E. P. Collings.

F. J. F. Lee.
J. P. S Minter.
J. C. 1). Mllaly.

J. C. Plowden.
H. I). St.G. Cardew.
C. A. G. Rundle.

Leaving and Qualifying Certificates.
Twenty-Five.
A Junior Officers' Training Corps has now been started.
For FEES, etc. (reduced for Sons of Officers, with further special reductions for Sons of
R.E.'s), apply to the Hlead Master.

I

c-

PAINT COMPANY,
THE SILICATECHARLTON,
LONDON, S.E.,

U

II
J. B. ORR &
Co., Limited.

lManulfacturers of DURESCO. Washable Water Paint; damp-resisting; cheaper than
-

Oil Paint or Wall Paper.
SILICATE OIL PAINT. Ground stiff in Oil, or ready mixed for

use; non-poisonous; finely ground; greater body than
White Lead.

ENAMEL

PAINTS.

High-class Varnish Paints.

SUPPORT

BRITISH INDUSTRIES.

ASBESTOS

t

-,.'SLATES & ta
Mlark.

tA

^

dTrade

POILITE'

' POILITE '
ASBESTOS

Roofing Tiles

Cement Sheets

'Poilite' is manufactured in accordance with the patent specification of Mr. L. Hatschek, and is in all respects similar to the
material sold under the name Eternit.
The characteristics of this indestructible material, both for Roofing purposes
and for the lining of walls and ceilings, are well known to Engineers,
Architects and Surveyors.
Prompt delivery, speedy fixing by experienced workmen, and immunity from
repairs are warranted. Inclusive Tenders submitted on receipt of Plans.

BELL'S UNITED ASBESTOS CO LTD
(Contractorsto the Ad mirtalty, llddia

SOUTHWARK

e,

'ar Oi ce andothe Go,ern-,

ST.,

aent
Departmentrs.)

LONDON, S.E.

THE

Royal Engineers Journal
Can now be obtained at

Messrs. HUGH REES, Ltd.,
119, Pall Mall, S.W.

I

EXPLOSIVES.

GUNPOWDER,
SAFETY FUSE,
ELECTRIC FUSES,
WARMING PANS,
FIRING CABLES,
Etc., Etc.

DYNAMITE,
GELIGNITE,
GELATINE DYNAMITE,
BLASTING CELATINE,
DETONATORS,
C

BEST QUALITY
ONLY.

HITE
nT
C V

cointains no Nitroglycerine.
Cannot freeze or exude.

BLASTING AND SPORTING EXPLOSIVES OF ALL KINDS.
CORDITE AND OTHER MILITARY POWDERS.

CURTIS'S

&

HARVEY,

Ltd.

Head Office: 3, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.
AGENCIES AND

STOCKS IN

OF THE

PARTS

ALL

WORLD.

·

I

The McKenzie, Holland, 8
Westinghouse Power Signal Co., Ltd.

POWER SIGNALLING
Electro-pneumatic,
all-electric, and
automatic signalling.
Address:

58, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Telegrams: " POWERSIG, LONDON."

I

-·

I'

Telephone: 890 Westminster.
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